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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
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COMPUTERS B, 19H(continued
Q 10 (a) Draw a diagram of an operationat amplifier which is 
used to sum 2 analogue values, showing clearly the position of input and 
feedback components.

(b) Discuss the virtual-earth concept as applied to an ideal operational 
amplifier. Using this concept, derive, from basic principles, a formula 
which gives the output voltage in terms of the input voltage and feedback 
resistances.

A 10 (a) A diagram of an operational amplifier which is used to 
sum 2 analogue voltage values, ei and e2, is shown in sketch (a). The 
2 input resistances and the feedback resistance are equal. The output 
voltage, ea, is equal to the sum of ei and e2.

(b) An operational amplifier, together with input and feedback 
resistors R1 and R2 respectively, is shown in sketch (b). An ideal 
operational amplifier has infinite gain-and takes no current; that is, 
i = 0 A. Therefore, as long as the output voltage, ea, of the amplifier 
is of a reasonably finite value, point S is virtually at earth potential 
This type of amplifier is often referred to as a virtual-earth amplifier.

The virtual-earth concept is applied to the circuit in the following 
derivation, in which e- is the input voltage, i- the input current, and 
io the output current.

Now, e = fiR], ...... (1)
and ii = —0.
Also, eo = ioRz,

= -iR2. ........ (2)

Dividing equation (2) by equation (i) gives 

ea_ _ i'Rz 
e- OR’

= - *?•
R

RADIO AND LINE TRANSMISSION B, 1974 

Students were expected to answer any 6 questions

Q 1 (a) (1' Describe, with the aid of a simjpifietd circuit diagram, the 
operation of a Q-meter.

(ii) Show how the Q-factor of an inductor is related to the voltage 
and current in the circuit.

(b) At a frequency of I-ZMHz, the Q-factor of an inductor was 
measured as 180 when tuned with a capacitance of 320 pF. Calculate

(i) the value of the inductor,
(ii) the effective series resistance of the induscotr, and
(iii) the dynamic impedance at resonance of a parallel circuit contain

ing the inductor and a capacHor having a value of 320 pF.

A 1 (a) (i) A amplified diagram of a Q-meter is shown in the sketch. 
The Q-meter consists of a radio-frequency osciilator, that can be 
tuned over the frequency range of interest connected to a low-value 
non-inductive res^or of known resistance via a radio-frequency 
ammeter. This allows the current delivered to the resistor to be set in 
conjunction with a control on the osccilator. Connected in series with 
the non-inductive resistor are the inductor under test and a high-grade 
calibrated variable ctptcitor. A high-impedance radio-frequency 
voltmeter is connected across the capaector.

In operation, the oscUIator is set to the desired frequency for the 
measurement and the current is set to a suitable value; on most

instruments, there is a calibration mark on the ammeter for this purpose" 
The variable capacitor is then tuned for series resonance, this being

when the voltage across the capacitor has a maximum value as indi
cated by the voltmeter. The Q-facior, or magnification factor, is the 
ratio of this voltage to that applied in series with the circuit across the 
non-inductive resistor. The scale of the voltmeter is usually calibrated 
directly in Q-factor values, and these may be used if the current has 
been set to the calibration mark on the ammeter. Alternatively, the 
Q-factor can be calculated directiy, as shown in part (ii).

(ii) At resonance, the Q-factor is given by

Q _ VcQ V
where Va is the voltage across the capacctor (V), and Vis the voltage
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RADIO AND LINE TRANSMISSION B, 1974 (continued)

across the circuit resistance (V); that is, the voltage applied to the 
circuit. ,

Now, the current, lamperes, supplied to the circuit is given by

,= -V-, 
i rR 

T+R
where i" is the resistance of the low-value non-inductive resistor (Q), 
and R 1 the effective series resistance of the inductor (Q).

“ 9-;—cr-
I x —5“ ë< + -

- n — _±C-=IC.
" , rR irXz

Since i is known, Q can be calculated. Atternativeiy, if I is always 
fixed at a particular known value, and r is known, the voltmeter may 
be directly calibrated in terms of Q-factor values.

(b) (i) At resonance, the reactance of the inductor equals that of 
the capacitor.

A wL = —1—, where L is the inductance (H), 
”>c C is the capacitance (F), and

i w = 27f, wheref is the frequency (Hz).

¿henrys,

(ii) Now,

-W1.2X10WWOX1O-H ”2^

Q-^

or R — % ohms,

11
2,X1.2X1O6X55X1O-J = 2.3a

(iii) The dynamic impedance, ZDohms, of a parallel circuit at 
resonance is given by

Zd = CAR ohms,

55x10-6 -
320 x 10-12 x 23

ii =74'7kQ.

Q 2 (a) State 3 advantages of using sinhe-sideband operattion com
pared with doubie-sideband operation.

(b) Draw a block diagram showing the assembby of a IZ-chamml 
group of telephone channels.

(o) Indicate the typeofmodulator used and explain why single-sideband 
operation is normally employed.

(d) How is the required sidebands/dected in the transmitting assembby ?

A 2 (a) Three advantages of single-sideband operation over double
sideband operation are

(/) a reduced frequency spectrum is obtained, so that more channels 
can be accommodated within a given frequency band,

(ii) greater power is available, all the power bang in the wanted 
signal and not in the carrier or second sideband, and

(iii) an improved signal-to-noise ratio is obtained, since the receiver 
bandwidth is narrow« and, thus, admits less noise.

(b) A block diagram shotring the assembly of a 12-channd group 
of telephone channels is given in the sketch.

(c) A balanced moduiaCor is used for chaanne modulation.
By transmitting only one sideband in eacH channel, twelve 4 kHz 

channels can be accommodated in the 60-108 kHz frequency band, 
making the system more economical.

(d) The required sideband is selected by thhs band-pass filter shown 
in the sketch. This is usually a crystal filter, sc- that sufficient rejectton 
is provided for out-of-band frequencies. This filter also removes any 
unwanted carrier signal sttil present after the moodulting stage.

Q 3 (o) Describe, with the aid of a sketch, the construction of a coaxial 
cable suitable for use in inland mpti-cawmel telephony systems.

(1 A midii-chantne telephony signal of 4 MHz bandwidth is trans
mitted through a coaxial cable. Calculate the SEgnal-to-naise ratio in a 
4 kHz chann?/ at 4 MHz, after transmission through 9 km of cable, 
given that the transmitted signal power is 10 mW, the attenuation of the 
cable is equal to 2-3 X Vf decibls|kilometre, mndthe noise-power level 
in the cable is equal to kTB watts, where T is tJie absolute temperature 
anid has the value 290K, B is the bandwidth (H2), f is the frequency 
(MHz), and k is a constant equal to 1-38 X 10—23,

A 3 (a) The consttliciion of a coaxial cable suitable for use in inland 
multi-channe telephony systems is shown m the sketch. The cable is 
madeupof 4 coaxial pairs and additional audio pairs within a single 
sheath.

The coaxxai pairs comprise a copper inner conductor with poly
ethylene spacing discs placed at regula- intervals, supporting a coaxial 
copper outer conductor. The outer diameter of one of the coaxial pairs 
illustrated is 44mm. Steel tapes are wound around the outer con
ductor, with intermediate and outer paper wrappings, the latter being 
numbered to identify the pair.

The 4 coaxia! pairs and the intersitial audio pairs are wrapped with 
paper tapes, and have an outer lead and polyethylene covering. The 
overall sheath diameter is about 20 mm.

In operation, the coaxial pairs carry the multi-channel telephony 
traffic, and the audio pairs are used for supervisory and engineering 
speech circuits.

(b) At f = 4 MHz, the attenuation of the cable is 2.3 x v44 
= 4-6 dB/km. Therefore, the total loss in 9 km of cable is 41 -4 dB.

If the ratio of the transmitted signaa power to the received signal 
power is PT : Pr, then

41-4 = lOlogioCT = 10 log“ 10 X 110-3.
PR PR

.'. —) R~L = antilog“ 4-14 = 1-38 X 104. 
“r

P^ = 7’24 X 10-7W. .

The noise power in the receiver passband
= 1-38x10-23 x 290 x 4x103 = b6x10-1’W.

Therefore, the signal-to-noise ratio
7-24xKI-7.d 

= Wlog1>-i.6 x 10-17 dB
= 106-6 dB.

Q 4 Explain, with the aid of diagrams, 5 of the following terms used 
in relation to aerials.

(a) Isotropic radiator.
(b) Half-wave dipole.
(c) Unipole.
(d Radiation pattern.
(e) Aerialgain.
(f) Half-power beamwiath.
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RADIO AND LINE TRANSMISSION B, 1974 (confirmed)
Q 5 (ii) Draw circuit diagrams of single-stage resistance-loaded 
amplifiers, showing typical biasing arrangements of transistors in the 
following canfigmattans:

(i) common-base, and
(ii) cammon-emi'iter.
(b) State typical current gains for the transistors in caiifigmations (i) 

and (ii), andgive a reason for not using the common-base catifiguration 
in both stages of a 2-stage resistance-capacitance-coupled amplifier.

(c) Whatform of coupling would you recommend for the common-base 
configuration ?

A 5 (a) Circuit diagrams for smgle-stagrcommoc-blsr andcommon- 
emitter resistance-loaded amplifiers are shown in sketches (a) and (b) 
respectively, together with typical biasing arrangements.

(b) (I) The Q-factor is given by

Q = w-? where R is the value of the resistance (Q). 
A

Q 2rx2-25 1 10« X 100 X10« „3
■ ■ e’ = ------------------------------4------------------------------ =

d Q 2rrx7l2x 103 x 000 X10-6

(ii) The bandwidth, B hertz, is given by

B = Q hertz.

, _ 2-25 x 106 „. .Bi =--- JH--- H - = 6 ■ 37 kHz,

(a)

and 32 = “-21p%”- Hz = 6'36 kHz.

Hence, the bandwidth of the circuit is independent of frequency. 
(Hi) The dynamic impedance, Zd ohms, at resonance, is given by

Zip = cR Oims'

.■, Zm _ 100 X 110 6 ■ Í3 _ 500 kii, D 50 x 1-12 x 4 ------ ■
and _ 100 X 10-« _

2m 500 X 10-12 X 4:2 50k9.

(b) For a transistor in the common-base configuration, the current 
gain is less than unity, and is typically 0-98. For a transistor in the 
common-emitter configuration, the current gain is typically in the 
range 50-200.

A reason for not using the common-base configuration in both 
stages of a 2-stage resistance-capacitance-coupled amplifier is that the 
matching between the stages would be poor. The common-base 
configurationhas a high output impedance and a low input impedance, 
so that the potential-dividing action of these impedances would tend 
to attenuate the signal between the stages.

(c) Transformer coupling would be used to couple the stages of a 
common-base amplifier, with the turns ratio chosen to match the 2 
impedances.

Q 6 Fig. I shows a variable timed circuit used in the high-frequency 
amplifying stage of a radio-commumcation receivee.

(aS Calculate the range of frequencies covered by the circuit.
(b) Calculate, for the extremes of the range affeqtuuendes in part (a),
(I) the Q-factor values,
(ii) the bandwidths a! the —3 dB points, and
(iii) the dynamic impedances at resonance.
Assume that the resistance value is independem af'feequrncy.

Fig. 1

A 6 (a) At resonance, wL = l/wC, where L is the value of the 
inductance (H), C is the value of the capacitance (F), and w = 2/■/ 
where/is the frequency (Hz).

” f _ 2m/(zC)l-rtz■

Substituting values for the extremes of the capacitance range gives

fl _ 27^/(100 x 10-6 x 50 x 10-«) Hz = 2’25 MHZ>

and f2 = 21n/(100 x 10-6 x 500 x 10-/20Hz = 7I2kHz

Therefore, the range of frequencies covered by the circuit is 
712kHz-2-2t MHz.

Q 7 (a) State, with reasons, 3 advantages of applying overall negative 
feedback to an amplifier.

(b) Explain in particular why negative feedback is advantageous in 
transmission-line amplifiers carrying multi-chacce- telephony signals.

(c) The gain of a coaxial-line amplifier is 60 dB at 4 MHz. What gain 
would be required at 60 kHz to obtain uniform output if the attenuation 
of the line in decibels is proportionaa to the square root of the/requency ?

A 7 (a) One advantage of applying negative feedback to an amplifier 
is the reduction obtained in distortion for a given output level. If the 
level of distortion, expressed as a fraction of the fundamental output, 
is D, then the resulting leve of distortion with feedback applied, Do, 
is given by Da = D/(l + A/), where A is the amplifier gain without 
feedback, and fl is the feedback fraction. ‘

A second advantage of applying negative feedback is better gain 
stabifity. The gain of an amplifier with feedback, A’, is given by 
A' = A/(l + AB). Hence, the overall gain of the amplifier with feed
back is less dependent on changes in the stage grin, such as may occur 
as a valve ages.

A third advantage is that a nearly constant gain/frequency response 
is obtained. Since the overall grin is less dependent on variations in 
stage gain, then variations in overall grin, due to changes in deviee 
gain with frequency, are reduced. Hence, the frequency response 1 
constant, provided that [3 is independent of frequency, as will bethe 
case if resistors are used in the feedback network. The gain-bandwidth 
product ofthe amplifier is unaffected by negative feedback, so that, at 
the lower gatn obtained with feedback applied, a wider frequency 
response is achieved. .

(b) The principal advantage of applying negative feedback to 
transmission-line amplifiers carrying multi-channel telephony signals 
is the reduction obtained in unwanted harmonic components, sum- 
and-difference products and intermodulation distortion. These would 
otherwise tend to cause crosstalk between subscribers, which is clearly 
undesirable. The use of negative feedback also allows a higher output
signal level to be used before the distortion products become obtrusive 
and, in coaxial-line amplifiers, allows the gain/frequency response to 
be matched to that of the cable, by making the feedback network 
frequency sensstive.

(c) If the attenuation, a decibels,'of the line is proportional to the 
square root of the frequency, /hertz, then a = k V/where k is a 
constant.

At f = 4 MHz, a coaxial-fine amppifier of 60dB gain is required. 
Hence the cable attenuation may be assumed to be 60 dB.

k= «°
k «(4 x 10«) = 0-03.

Therefore, at / = 60 kHz,
a = 0-03 x 1/(60 X 1033 = 7-35 dB.

Hence, a gain of 7-35 dB is required at 60 kHz.
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RADIO AND LINE TRANSMISSION B, 1974 (continued)
Q 8 (a) Describe, with the aid of a circuit diagram, a crystal-controlled 
oscillator suitable for use as a stable frequenc:y source.

(b) Draw and describe the equivalent ehscirical circuit of the crystal, 
and sketch a typical reactance/firequency characiel■istc for the circuit.

(c) Indicate on the sketch the approximate operatingfee■qttrncy of the 
oscillator.

A 8 See A8, Radio and Line Transmission B, 1973, Supplement, 
Vol. 68, p. 11 Apr. 1975.

Q 9 (a) Describe briefly the effects of the ionosphere on radio com
munication over long distances.

(b) State suitable frequencies below 300 MHz for transmissions 
providing the following types of service:

(i) broadcasts over an area of approximate radius 40 km,
(ii) paint-to-pomt communication over a distance of200-300 km, and 

(Hi) globat communication over distances in excess of 5000 km.
(c) Explain the mode ofpropagatian in each of the above cases.

A 9 (a) Ultra-violet radiation from the sun has the effect of separat
ing electrons from their atoms in the outer regions of the Earth’s 
atmosphere. A spherical shell of free electrons and ions is thus created 
in the ratified outer atmosphere. The process is known as ionization, 
and the region in which it occurs is called the ionosphere. The eleccron 
density, as a result of this ionization, increases with height above the 
Earth’s surface, and reaches a maximum at between 300-500 km, and 
is dependent upon the time of day and the season of the year. The 
propagation of radio waves begins to become influenced at a height of 
about 100 km, where there is a fairly distinct layer of electrons known 
as the E-Iayr. Fairly constant conditions prevail at this height with 
little diurnal or seasonal variation. Above this layer, the electron 
density increases, but is considerably influenced by the sun. During 
the day, there are 2 main layers: the FI-layer and the F2-layer, at 
heights of approximately 200 km and 300 km respeetively. At night, 
the F2-\ayer descends to merge with the Fl-lay<ee, providing a maximum 
electron denssty at a height of about 250 km.

A radio wave, pasting through the ionosphere, transfers energy to 
the electrons which, in consequence, osccllate in sympathy with, but 
not in phase with, the radio field. The oscHIating electrons reradiate 
energy which, in combination with the original field, has the effect of 
changing the direction of travel of the radio wave. The magnitude of 
the eleccron osccllations is inversely proportional to the frequency, so 
that the bending effects of the ionosphere, and the attenuation through 
it, are greater at lower frequencies. The effect of the ionosphere on 
radio communication becomes negligible at frequencies above about 
30 MHz. Below this frequency, the ionosphere is used as a reflecting 
medium to provide propagation over distances of several thousands of 
kilometres.

(b) (i) Broadcasting over an area of an approximate radius of 
40 km can be achieved either by using medium frequencies in the range 
up to 3 MHz, or very-high frequencies in the range 30-300 MHz. 
Typically, a frequency of 100 MHz is used for frequency-modulated 
radio communication.

(H) Point-to-point communication over a distance of 200-300 km 
can be achieved using low frequencies of the order of about 200 kHz.

(iii) Global communication over distances in excess of 5000 km 
can be achieved using either very-low frequencies, typically 15 kHz, 
or high frequencies, typically in the range 3-30 MHz.

(c) (i) The mode of propagation would be by ground-waves for 
medium frequencies, and space-waves for very-high frequencies.

(H) Low-frequency point-to-point propagation would be by ground
waves.

(Hi) Global communication at very-low frequencies would use 
ground-wave propagation and, at high frequencies, sky-wave propaga
tion.

Q 10 (a) Draw a block diagram of a superheterodyne receiver
(b) For a Suwerheterodyne receiver,
(i) state 2 reasons for using a radio-ffrequency’ amplifying stage, and
(ii) explain how continttousl|y-variablr tuning is obtained when the 

local osciilator and the radio-frequency stage resonate at different 
frequencies.

A 10 (a) The block diagram of a superheterodyne receiver is shown 
in sketch (a).

(a)

(b) (i) A radio-frequency amplifying stage is used to improve 
image-channel rejection and reduce locaf-osccilator radiation.

The image channel is separated from the wanted channel by twice 
the intermediate frequency. It is, therefore, important to have a band
pass-filter characteristic, before the mix«, that admits the wanted 
channel whilst greatly attenuating the image channel. The inclusion 
of a radio-frequency amplifier with its own tuned circuit assists this.

Similatiy, the tuned circuits of the radio-frequency amplifying stage 
help to isolate the local osccilator from the aetial connexion and, thus, 
prevent the radiation of unwanted signals.

(ii) The local osccilator and radio-frequency stage of a superhetero
dyne receiver are tuned to different frequencies, and this difference, 
which is equal to the intermediate frequency, is required to remain 
constant as the receiver is tuned across its range. This is achieved by 
using a different (usually smaHer) value of inductance for the 
osccilator circuit, and providing a shunt capacitance across this 
inductance, and a series capacctor between the inductor and, the 
tuning capaccior. These are known as trimming and padding caplcitor- 
respectiveey, and can be adjusted to provide a neariy constant dif
ference between the radio-frequency-stage and local-osccilator tuned- 
circuit frequencies. This process is known as tracking. Sketch (b) 
shows a conventional osccilator tank circuit, and sketch (c) shows the 
modified osccilator tank circuit using trimming and padding eapacctors 
to provide tracking.

J. PADDING

T CAPACITOR _£ TRIMMING 
1/ 7~ CAPACITOR

TELECOMMUNICATION PRINCIPLES C, 1974

Students were expected to answer any 6 questions

Q / (a) Two alternative equivalent circuits for a capatitor are shown 
in Fig. I and Fig. 2. Sketch a phasor diagram for the voltage, V, and 
current, I, and show also the quantities IRi, Ic, VRz and Vc.

(b) A capacctor may be represented, at a frequency of 2 MHz, by 
acapacitancrof200pFinsrrirsw¡th a resistance of 0-8 Q. Determine, 
forthecapaaUor,

(i) the reactance,
'el the powN faeiol. and

(Hi) the equivalent parallee resistance.

Fig-2

A 1 (a) A phasor diagram for V, 1 /ri, Ic, VR2 and Vc is shown in 
the sketch. The direction of phasor I is taken as the reference direction. 
Phasor VRz is in phase with I, and phasor Vc lags I by 50°; phasor V 
is their resultant. Phasor 1ri is in phase with V, andphasor Ic leads 
Vby 90°; phasor I is their resuHant, in phase with VRz.

(b) (i) The reactance of the capacîioir Xc ohms, is given by

Xc = ohms, where f is the frequency (Hz),
277C and C is the capacitance (F),

277 x 2 x 106 x 200 > 10-12 ------- '
resistance

fn) Power factor _ ,-e j----- •
¡■ë? peiUd

0-8 ____
= VW82 + 398° ^°2c
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TELECOMMUNICATION PRINCIPLES C, 1974 (continued)

(Hi) The impedance of the equivalent parallel circuit must equal the 
impedance of the series circuit.

A _ _ = Rs jsz, 

where Rp and Xp are the resistance and reactance, respeetively, of the 
parallel circuit, and RS and X; are the resistance and reactance, 
rrspecttvel|y, of the series circuit.

_ i , .i I•• R+Jy'p'i?-- nz-Kp zip

R++Xs 
R?Z- XX

A R+ jXs-fR^XXsx-l + R? +XS)xj-l-
Ji I7 i7p

Equating real parts gives

Rs J&ZJf-s2.
Rp

.- Rp =
R52 + X2

R; ’

0-82 + 3982
0-8 Q = 198 k0.

Q 2 (a) An audio-frequency transformer, which has a primary 
inductance of 0-25 H, may otherwise be considered ideal. It has 4 times 
as many secondary turns as primary turns. A potential difference of 
5 V, a! a frequency of i59 Hz, is maintained across the primary winding. 
Calculate the secondary voltage, and the primary and secondary currents, 
when the secondary winding is

(i) opan-cCi•cuitad, and
(ir) connected to a i00 Q resister.
(b) Explain briefly why the secotulary voltage ofa practical transformer 

ultimately falls at high frequencies.

A 2 (a) The sketch shows the circuit of an ideal transformer with a 
primary inductance of 0-25 H and a primary-to-secondary turns 
ratio 0f 1:4.

IDEAL 
TRANSFORMER 
r . 

PRIMARY - 1:4 ‘ SECONDARY

(I) The secondary voltage, Esvolts, is given by

E3 = ENE volts, where N is the turns ratio,
” and Ep is the primary voltage (V), 

= 5xi = MV.

As the secondary winding is open-ckcuited, the secondary current, 
[5, Is zero.

The primary current, ip amperes, is equal to the magnetizing current, 
IM amperes, and is given by

Ip = Im = amperes, where f is the frequency (Hz),
jzwa and L is the primary in-

dutilmce <H;.

= -J.TTs5 V n-ns A = -j20mA.
2z X 159 X 0 25 1 “1'

-ii When a resistance of i6O00 is connected to the secondary 
winding, the secondary voltage remains unchanged.

E3 = 20 V.
Therefore, the secondary current is given by

■’0
Is = mA = 125mA. loU -- ■

The equivalent primary circuit becomes an inductance of 0-25 H 
in parallel with a resistance of 100 x (7)2 = i0 01. Hence the 
primary current is the sum of the current taken by this resistance and 
the magnetizing current.

A Ip=1% —0-02A = 500 — j20mA.

(b) At high frequencies, the secondary voltage ultimately falls due 
to the increasing effects of the leakage inductance, which appears in 
series with the output, and the self-capacitance of the windings, which 
appears in parallel with the output.

Q 3 (0) Describe a laboratory method for determining the Tntevrmm 
equivalent circuit of a resistive source.

(b) Determine the Thievinin equivalent circuit for the terminals A 
and B of the circuit shown in Fig. 3.

(c) Hrmca, or otherwise, determine the impedance which takes 
maximum current when connected to terminals A and B, and the value 
of that current.

Fig. 3 (a)

l■3í-j^50V

A 3 (a) To determine, axperimenta^y> the Thevenin equivalent 
circuit of a resistive source, 2 measurments are required. Firstly, the 
open-ckciiit output voltage, Vac, is measured across the output 
terminals, using a high-impedance voltmeter; this gives the value of 
the equivalent Thevenin geneeator. Seeondly, a caaibrated, variable, 
non-reactive resistance is connected across the terminals, and adjusted 
until the voltmeter indicates a voltage of Voc/2 volts. Since the source 
is resistive, the value of the variable resistance is equal to that of the 
Thevenm equivalent resistance of the source.

(h) For Fig, 3, the open-ckcuit voltage appearing across terminals 
A and B is given by

V - 200 X 8V
VOL 100+j40o + 200 ’

i 10(3 -j4)w
3H4 32 + 42 V

- 48~r04 = ,‘92-2-50V.

The impedance, Z, appearing across terminals A and B when the 
source is short-circuited is given by

Z = (i00 + j400) x 200 „ 
W0 + j400 + 200 9 ’

200 + j800 (200 + j800)(3 - j4) n
3 + j4 32 + 42 ’

3800 +J1600 n= ----- 855-------= i52 + j04 02.

Hence, the Thevenin equivalent circuit consists of a voltage generator 
of i-92 — j2-50 V in tariet with an impedance of i52 + j04 Q. The 
circtut is shown in sketch (a).

(c) Maximum current is drawn from the generator when the value 
of the external component is such that the circut is in series resonance; 
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TELECOMMUNICATION PRINCIPLES C, 1974 (continued)

that is, when the circuit is purely resistive. For this condition, the 
external component must have an impedance of -jj64 Q, and is, 
therefore, a capacitance (shown dashed in sketch ((¿1).

Hence, the maximum current, Im amperes, is given by

1-92 ~j2-561M =---- 152 A=22 - 6 -l16-8mA.

.'. IImI = v/(12-62 + 16-822 =, 21 mA.

Q 4 (a) Explain the Miller effect.
(b) A triode valve has an anode a.c. resistance of 10 kO, a multml 

conductance of 4 mS, a grid-anade capacitance of J ■ 5 pF, and a grid- 
cathode capacitance of 8-5pF. The valve is connected as a voltage 
amplifier with a resistive anode load.

Calculate the voltage gain and input capacitance of the ampl/fie- for 
load resistances of

(i) zero, and
(ii ) 10 k9.

A 4 (a) The inherent grid-anode capacitance of a triode valve 
allows a leakage path to exist whereby feedback can occur from the 
anode circuit to the grid circuit. The input impedance of the valve is 
modified in operation by this feedback, and the resulting change in 
input impedance is known as the Miller effect.

(b) The amplification factor, /t, of a triode valve is given by

/t = fag,“ where ra is the anode a.c. resistance (Q), 
and gm is the mutual conductance (S),

= 10 X 1<3 X 4 X 10 -3 = O,

The veltage gain, A, of a triode amplifier connected to a resistive 
load is given by

A = HRLR 77 
ra + Rl

(1)

where El is the load resistance (Q).
The input capacitance, CfB, of a triode amplifier is given by

Ctn = Cgk + CXi + A) farads, ......... (2)

where Cgk is the grid-cathode capacitance (F), and Cag is the grid
anode cal'atitanfr (t-. '

(i) From equations (1) and (2), when the load resistance is zero,

A = 0,

and C,m = 8-5 + 1-5(1 + O = 10pF.

(ii) Similarly, when the load resistance is 10 kO,
. — 40x0x11 _ i

A ~11X113 + 11X113T=^

and Cin = 8-5 + i-5(1+201 = 40pF.

Q 5 (a) Fig. 4 shows a simpfe.i-witidfag transformer bridge, or 
admittance bridge. Explain its principle of operation. What is the 
purpose of switch S ?

(b) A circuit is connected across the. unknown terminals of the 
bridge, and balance is obtained at source frequencies of I kHz and 
2 kHz as indica/ed in the table.

Source Frequency (kHz) 1 2

R (kO) 10 I0

C (pF), with switch S in posstion A — 1550

C (pF), with switch S in position B A420

Determine an equivalent circuit for the unknown circuit at each 
frequency. Suggest a probable form for the unknown circuit.
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Fig. 4 ! a)

A 5 (a) The 3-winding transformer bridge is designed to eliminate 
inaccuracies due to the effects of stray capacitances when measuring 
unknown impedances.

Windings L1 and L2 constitute a pair of equal e.m.f. sources, and 
are wound such that, at balance, the resultant current in the detector 
limb is zero. Re^isttor R and capacitor C form a calibrated variable 
standard impedance, Zsohms, switch S being assumed to be set to 
posstion A. The unknown impedance to be measured, Zu ohms, is 
connected across the unknown terminals, and is assumed to be 
capacctive.

At balance, indicated by a null reading on the detector and obtained 
by varying i-rsisto^ R and capadtor C, the voltage, Vi, produced by 
winding Li, drives a current, Ii, through the standard impedance. 
Similarry, the voltage, V2, produced by winding L2, drives a current, 
I2 through the unknown impedance. Currents Ii and Ij are equal. 
The circulit can be redrawn as shown in sketch (a).

From sketch (a), at balance, 

V = ItZs, .........  (1)
and V = IZZu. ........ (2)

Dividing equation (I) by equation (2) gives

E =/ZS
V2 IzZU

and, since Vi = V and Ii = I2 then

ZUr-Zs. .....  (3)
The bridge is also called an admittance bridge, sinee the standard 

components are in parallel, making it more convenient to work in 
terms of admittances. From equation (3),

Fy- Ys, ./

where Yu and Y5 are the admittances of the unknown and standard 
impedances respectively (S).

Henc-e.
Gu + JBu = Gs + jBs,

where Gu, Gs, By and B3 are the conductance and susceptance 
components of Yu and Y5 (S).

Therefore, by equating the reaa and imaginary terms, the value of 
rrtistor R gives the equivalent shunt resistance of the unknown 
impedance, and the value of capadior C gives its capacitance. _

For an inductive unknown impedance, switch S is set to position 
B, so that capadtor C is connected in parallel with the unknown 
impedance. At balance, capadtor C is in parallel resonance With the 
unknown inductance, and current i is a minimum, dependent only 
upon the resistance of the unknown circuit. Hence, the value of 
resistor R gives the equivalent shunt resistance of the unknown 
impedance, and the reactance of capadtor C equals that of the 
unknown inductance.

(b) Since switch S is in postion B at a frequency of lkHz and 
postion A at 2 kHz, the unknown circuit is a parallel resonant Circuit 
with a resonant frequency of between i-2 kHz.

At a frequency, fi = i kHz, from part (a), the equivalent shunt 
resistance is iO k9.

Alto■ 2rrfiLi=277fICI

where Li is the inductance of the unknown impedance at frequency 
fi (H), and Ci is the value of capadtor C at that frequency (F).

Li = 4tt2- x i06 x 4420 X I0-I2 T 5 73 H

Hence, the equivalent circuit at a frequency of I kHz is as shown 
in sketch (b)

At a frequency, f2 = 2 kHz, from part (a), the equivalent shunt 
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resistance is 10 kil, and the capacitance, C2 farads, of the unknown 
impedance at frequency f> is 1550 pF.

Hence, the equivalent circuit at a frequency of 2 kHz is as shown 
in sketch (c).

(b)

Now, at frequency fi, the unknown circuit is inductive and has a 
susceptance, 331 siemens, given by

Bi = Blu — Bcu

where Blu and Bcu are the susceptances of the unknown inductance, 
Lu, and capacitance, Cu, respectively (S).

A 27TÏL1 _ 277^4 ~ 277iCu...................... (4)

Similarly, at frequency f2, the unknown circuit is capacttivs and has 
a susceptance, B2 siemens, given by

32 = 36ii — Blu.
... 27T2C2 _ 2772CU - 27Tf2—

FnfiLu
But, f2 = Zfi.

” 47fiC2_ 47fiCu - f;- ......... (5)

Multiplying equation (5) by 2 gives

87rfiC2 _ 87/iCu ~ ’•...................... (6)

Adding equations (4) and (6) gives

2-fiLi + StAC = 67fiCu.

•’. 27 X Io1 X 5-73 + 87T X i03 X i550 X i0~i2

= 67 x i03 x Cu.
.‘. Cy = 3540 pF.

Subssituting for Cu in equation (4) gives

i I
2vxK0 X 5-73 27 xi03 xLu

-ïtr X i03 x 3540 X W-1”.

.'. Lt/ = 3-i82H.

Hence, a probable form for the unknown circuit is as shown in 
sketch (d).

Note: It is unlikely that students would have been required to calculate 
the values of Lyrand CU. The quesston asks only for a suggestion of 
the probable form of the unknown circuit, and sketch (ci), without 
the values marked in, would be sufficient.

Q 6 AI mH coil, having a Q-factor of 200, is connected in paraHee 
with a 4000pF capacitor of negligible loss. A 4 V source, of constant 
voltage, negligible impedance and variable frequency, is connected across 
the para/le/ combination.

(a) Determine
(I) the frequency at which the current taken from the source is a 

mmmmm,
(ii) the value of this minimum current, and

(Hi) the value of the circulating current in the tuned circuit.
(b) To what values would the answers to parts (a) (ii) and (iii) change 

if the source had a resistive impedance of 25 hi).

A 6 (a) The circuit is shown in sketch (a).
(1) The frequency at which the current taken from the source is a 

minimum is the resonant frequency,^ hertz, and is given by

fo = 5—77F7H hertz, where L is the inductance of the coil (H), 7iVLc) and c is the capacitance of the capacitor (F),

= s—77,----- -------------------- vx—72? Hz = 79*6 kHz.2nn/(1 > 10-3‘x 4000 x 10-12) -------------
(ii) Now, for a coil with parallel resistance, the Q-factor is given by

Q = a—ft > where R is the equivalent shunt resistance (i0).Zfl'otL
.’. R = wUoLQ ohms,

= 2i7 X 79*6 x 103 Xl>10-3 x 200 0 = 100kQ.

Hence, the current taken at resonance. Is amperes, is given by

4 ................
[s 100 x 103 A 40!-ma.

(Hi) The circulating current at resonance, /camperes, is equal to 
the eurrent flowing in the inductance or the capaci1ance. The current 
flowing in the inductance and, hence, Ic is given by

4Ic = x. ,-----vx—, A = 8 mA.cwx 79*6 x!03 >1x10-3 -------

(b) The modified circuit is shown in sketch (b).
The current taken from the source at resonance is now g1ven by

4
Z1=25 x 103 + 100 x 103 A = 3L,uA.

Hence, the voltage, V volts, appearing across the col in parallel 
with the capacitance is given by

V = 32 X 10“6 X 100 X 103 = 3*2 V.

Therefore, the circulating current is now given by

, 3'2 »ri*
IC “27 x 79-6 x 103 xlx 10-3A ■ 6'4mA'

Q 7 (a) Explain what is meant byf-equaicy modulation of a sinusoidal 
carrier.

(h) A 2 V peak, 100 kHz sinusoidal carrier is frequency madiilated 
bya 2- 5 Vpeak, 400 Hz sinusoidal signal. The moMator has a senslfoiity 
of 5kHz/V.

Write down expressions for
(i) the instantaneous frequency of the modidated carrier, and
(11 ) the instantaneous voltage of the modulated carrier.
(c) Estimate the minimum transmission bandwidth required for the 

modulated carrier.

A 7 (a) Frequency modulation of a sinusoidal carrier is that 
modulation in which the instantaneous frequency of the modulated 
carrier differs from the carrier frequency by an amount proportional 
to the instantaneous amplitude of the modulating signal The number 
of times per second the instantaneous frequency of the modulated 
carrier varies about the carrier frequency is equal to the modulalmg 
frequency. The amplitude of the modulated carrier is maintained at a 
constant value equ! to the amplitude of the unmodulated camer.

(b) (i) The instantaneous frequency, f hertz, of a frequency- 
modulated carrier is given by

f = fc + fd sin 27ifmt hertz,
wherefc is the carrier frequency (Hz),fd is the frequency deviation (Hz), 
f,,, is the modulating frequency (Hz), and t is the time (8>.

Now, the sensitivity of modulation

= T- he*tz/volt, where Vm is the modulating voltage (V).
"■,

;.fíl= 5 X103 x 2-5Hz = 12*5kHz.
Hence, f = 100 x 103 + 12-5 X 103 x sn (80017 X t) Hz.

(ii) The instantaneous voltage, 1 volts, of a frequency-modulated 
carrier is given by

v = V5sin {22rfet — (fd/f,n) cos 27rfmt} volts, 
55
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where Vc is the carrier voltage (V).
-5X103.- 1 = 2xstn JniX 1OXW00X-----400—m Xcos(2t7X400xi)V,

= 2xsin{2ixnO55>n 3O‘25xcos(8007oxnt)V.

(c) An empirical formula for obtaining the bandwidth, Bhertz, of 
a frequency-modulated carrier is given below.

B ~ 2(fd + f„b hertz,

= 2 X (O2-5 x 103 + 400) Hz = 25)8 kHz.

Q 8 (a) A carrier, ec = Ec sin wt, is amplitude —odulotrd by a signal, 
es = Es sin pt, to give a modulation factor ooo.

Give the corresponding expression for the —odlUatr<^ carrier, and 
expand this expression to show that the modulated carrier contains 3 
separate -frequency components. Show how the modulated carrier may be 
depicted on a phasor diagrmn.

(b) If the values of the qucmnities Ec and — in part (a) are )0 V and 
0-7 rrspecttvety, determine

ill 9.^ maximum initonianroui voltage.
(ii) the o.m.s. value of each separate frequency coonponen), and 

(Hi) the r.m.s. value of the —odiuated carrier.

A 8 (a) The instantaneous voltage, e volts, of a sinusoidal carrier 
of angular velocity to radani/ircond and peak amplitude Ec volts, 
amplitude modulated by a sinusoidal signal of angular velocity p 
radians/second to give a modulation factor ooo, is given by

e = ECO + m sin pt) sin wt volts, ......... (1)

Where t is the time (s).
Expanding the rxpl■rssion gives

e = Ec sm cot + onEc sn oot sin pt volts,
„ . . —Ec, , . , . .. ,= Ec sm wt + —y {cos (wt # pt) — cos (wt + pt)} volts,

„ . , ooEc z , .. , sE,, „= Ec sin wt----y cos (a) + p)t + ■ y cos (OO — pt volts.
.........  (2)

Thus, the modulated carrier contains 3 separate frequency 
components: the carrier frequency, 00/2.77 hertz, theupper side-frequency, 
(w> + p)/27 hertz, and the lower side-frequency, (w — p)/2n hertz.

Fro— equation (2),

e — Ecsin oot + —— sin E(co + p)i — 2
+ -y sin ao — p)f + 2 J- volts.

At any instant,.the modulated carrier can be represented on a phasor 
diagram having 3 phasors, representing the carrier and the upper and 
lower side-frequency components. The amplitude of the modulated 
carrier at any instant is given by the sum of the 3 phasors. Sketch (a) 
shows the phasor diagram at an instant when the sde-frequency 
phasors are displaced by 0-72 rad each side of the carrier.

[csnnwf

Since the 3 phasors are rotating with different angular vreociiirs, 
the relative postions shown in sketch (a) are not maintained. The 
upper ride-frequency-co—ponent phasor gains on the carrier phasor 
at the same rate as the latter gains on the lower side-frequency
component phasor Thus, a phasor diagram which shows the relative 
angular velocities can be plotted by subtracting the angular velocity 
of the carrier to radians/second, from those of the side-frequency 
components, (to + p) and (00 — p)oadians/second for the upper and 
lower side-frequency components respectiveey.

Therefore, the side-frequency-component phasors rotate in opposite 
directions, with angular velocity 0 radians/second, about the carrier 
phasor, which is considered to be stationary.

Sketch (b) shows the resitting phasor diog,om for the instant 
illustrated in sketch (a). Sketch (c) shows the phasor diagram for an 
instant a short interval after that shown in sketch (b). (The phasors in 
sketches (a), (b) and (e) are not drawn to scale.)

(b) ill Fro— rl¡u■aiol■ (1),

e = 00 X (1 + 0'7sin pt) sin wtvolts, 

and the maximum value occurs when sin pl and sin wt are both unity. 
Hence,

e = 10< (1 +0’7) = 17 V.

(ii) The r.m.s. value of the carrier is given by

The r.m.s. value of each ride-frequency component is given by

1aiEc . #9'7 X 10 = 2-48 V
2 X «2 2 X \/2 - 4 V.

(ill) The r.m.s. value of the modulated carrier is given by the root 
of the sum of the squares of the r.m.s. values of its components.

E-^^^^^

= V(7-O72-+ 2'488 2 2-488) = 7-89V.

Q 9 (0) Sketch a circuit diagram for a transistor asallator which 
produces simisoidaa oscillations.

(b) Explain the purpose of each component in your circw7, anV 
describe the circuit operation, paying particular attention to those 
factors which detenune

(1) the wav}fo^■m, 
(ii) the frequency, and 
(Hi) the mavnienance of the oscillations.

Q 00 (a) Sketch a typical se pf collector characteristics for a 
common-rmitteo o p o toansiztoio

(b) Show, 000 yaw charactroossocs, the load lines you would expect 
when a load resistor is

(i) connected in series with the collector, and
(ii ) coupled by a transformer in the collector circuit.
The load lines sshndld be clearly marked and ca-ffdly explained.
(0) Briefly discuss the relative —fits of the 2 methods of load con

nexion for a powe- a—jHfie-.

COMMUNICATION RADIO C, 197-4

Students were expected to answer any 6 questions

Q I (a) Which ionized regions are present in the atmosphere during 
a winter night? Give the approximate height of each of these regions.

(b) What do you understand- by the following terms in comnexion 
with ionosp/hsric propagaaion:

(i) skip distance, and

(ii) gyro frequency?
(e) What is the effect 000 the skip distance of an increase in
(i ) transmi:ttrdfrequmc)’,
(ii) transmittedpowf, and

(iii) density of ionization of the reflecting layer .
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A 1 (a) Gases in the atmosphere are ionized when energy from 
high-frequency radiation, such as ultra-violet radiation, releases 
electrons from gas molecules. The extent of the ionization depends 
on the intensity of the radiation and the density of the molecules. The 
intensity of the radiation falls as it nears the Earth’s surface, whereas 
the density of the gas molecules increases, so that an optimum height 
for maximum ionization occurs. Furthermore, different optimum 
heights occur for different radiating frequencies, so that a series of 
regions of ionized gas are produced. These regions, in order of as
cendency, are labelled D, E, F1 and F2. On a winter night, when the 
effect of the sun is minimal, the D-region disappears, the E-region is 
reduced in denssiy, and the FI-region and F2-region combine to form 
the F-region.

At such a time, the nominal height for the E-region is 100-200 km 
above the Earth’s surface, while that of the F-region is 300-400 km.

(b) (i) The skip distance is the distance between a transmitter and 
the first point where regular reception is possible for a particular 
frequency, as shown in the sketch.

(ii) If free electrons, set into oscillation by a radio wave, have a 
component of velocity at right angles to the Earth’s magnetic field, a 
force is exerted on them at right angles to their direction of motion. 
When the forces resulting from the Earth’s field and the radio wave 
are equal, the path taken by the free electrons becomes a spiral, and 
extreme absorption of the radio wave results. The frequency at which 
this occurs, usually about 1-4 MHz, is termed the gyrofeequeney.

(c) When a signal, propagated from the Earth’s surface, penetrates 
an ionized layer,.the incident radio wave is refracted. As penetration 
continues, the denssty of ionization increases, so that the refractive 
index decreases and the angle of refraction increases. If sufficiently 
refracted, the wave eventually returns to the Earth along a-path such 
as that illustrated by line ABC in the sketch.

(I) If the frequency of the incident signal is increased, the angle of 
refraction decreases and the wave penetrates deeper into the layer 
along, say, path ADE, returning to the Earth at a point further away 
from the transmitter. Thus, the skip distance is increased.

(ii) If the transmitter power is increased, the refractive index is 
unaffected, so that the skip distance remains the same.

(iii) If the density of ionization increases, the refractive index is 
reduced and the wave does not penetrate so far into the layer, follow
ing, say, path AFG, and returning to the Earth at a point nearer to the 
transmitter. The skip distance is, therefore, reduced.

Q 2 ((1) Briefly explain why an intermediate frequency is necessaay in 
a superheterodyne radio receiver.

(b) List 5 factors which affect the choice of intermediate frequency in 
both amplitude-madidateid and frequency-modulated receivers. Illustrate 
their relationship with the intermediate frequency by using numerical 
examples.

Q 3 (a) A medium-wave superheteradyne receiveir is advertised as 
having 6 active signal components. What is the probable function of each ?

(b) Give 3 advantages of using a signal-frequency amplifier in a very- 
high-frequency radio receiver.

(0) Briefly outline the conflicting factors which determine the choice 
of time constant in an autamatic-gaul-ccmt_ot circuit.

(d) If the only components in the automatic-gain-coint-oo circuit are 
an 8 /uF capactior and am 8kQ redssor, what is the time constant.

A3 (a) A medium-wave superheterodyne receiver, advertised as 
having 6 active signal components, would probably have

(i) 1 transistor operating as a mixer-osriilatorr
(ii) 2 transistors operating as intermediate-frequency amplifiers,
(iii) 1 diode operating as the detector, and
(iv) 2 transistors operating as audio-frequency amplifiers.

(b) In a heterodyne receiverr the mixer stage not only mixes wanted 
signals with an osriilator signal, but also mixes any 2 Signals applied 

to its input. A wide bandwidth prior to the mixer would, therefore, 
allow many signat components to intermix and produce noise. The 
use of a signal-frequency amplifier limits the bandwidth preceding the 
mixer, as well as amplifying the wanted signal, thus improving the 
signaf-to-noise ratio.

The bandwidth of the signal-frequency ampfifier is usuaHy too wide 
to afford any rejection of adjacent signals but, provided that the 
intermediate frequency is sufficiently high, will significantly suppress 
the image signal.

The signal-frequency amplifier also reduces the possibilliy of 
osriilator frequencies bring applied to the aerial and consequent’ 
transmitted.

(c) The automatic-gain-conirol circuit is'required to maintain a 
constant receiver output for a given degree of modulation in the event 
of fluctuation of amplitude of the input carrier. It shoidd, therefore, 
operate suffirientty fast to counteract a change in the mean level of the 
carrier, but not so fast that it follow's the modulation of the carrier.

(d) The time constant, r seconds, of such a circuit is given by

L = CR,

where C is the caparitance (F), and R is the resistance (Q).

.■. t = 8 xl0-5x8xl0’s,
= 64ms.

Q 4 A class-B linear amplifier has an HT supplyofl■2 kV. When the 
tuned-anode load is 20 k0, the peak value of the anode-current pulses 
is 50 mA with the drive unmodulated.

(0) Draw the input and output waveforms for such an amplifier, 
showing how they are interrelated by the allfde-cun■enntgrid-vfltage 
characteristic,

(i) for an immodutated drive, and
(ii) for a drive siiiusoidaHy moduhated lo a depth of 80%.
(b) Find the efficiency of this amplifier
(i) with the drive unmodulated, and
(ii) with a sinusoidal modulation to a depth of 80%.

A 4 (a) The required waveforms are shown in sketches (a) and (b) 
respectively.

(h ) (i) The anode current, ia amperes, of a series of sinusoidal half
cycle pulses produced at the output of a class-B tuned amplifier can 
be represented by a series having the first 2 significant terms

i. = —k + 12sin w/ + ...amperes,
TT 2

where ka/r is the mean value of the anode current, and (/Pa/Z)sm cot is 
the fundamental-frequency component.

The efficiency, 17, of a class-B amplifier is given by

# radio-frequency power developed in the tuned circuit
’7 power supplied by HT

The radio-frequency power delivered

= (Æ.m.s.)2R watts,

where Z-.m-s. is the r.m.s. value of the fundamental component and is 
equal to /Pk/2V2, and R is the anode load resistance (9).

5 7
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Hence, radio-frequency power, Pu, for an unmodulated drive is given 
by

2
R watts,

(103 2 2 x=/2
The power supplied by the HT 

/Pk V = ik=vwatts,
7

X 103 = 6-25 W.

where V is the HT voltage (V),

= 50X1-2XJ03 =]9.1W
103 X TT

, 6-25 X 100
1 =  ]97]  = 327%.

(ii ) When sinusoidal modulation is applied, the anode current 
varies in proportion to /pa(1 + msin wt), where m is the modulation 
fia ctor.

Since radio-frequency power is proportional to (/r.m.s.- 
frequency power developed when modulation is applied

,)2 the radio-

= P

= 6-

watts,

8'25W.
8-25 X 100

1= 19-] - =43-24-

Q 5 (a) Briefly discuss the considerations which enter into the design 
of a short-wave transmitter’s output stage.

(b) Why is each aerial at a high-frequency transmitting station not 
necessarily permanetoty associated with a transmitter .

(c) What do you understand by the term distributed amplifier ?

A 5 (a) The power output of a short-wave transmitter should be 
adequate for the intended application. The components used must be 
capable of handling the power dissipation and, where necessary, 
adequate cooling facilities must be provided. In the event of a fault or 
failure of the drive, caussng excessive current in the output stage, it is 
necessary to provide a protective facility such as an overload relay. 
To prevenn overloading from the reflection of energy, and to obtain 
the maximum transfer of power to the aerial, careful matching of the 
impedances between the output stage and feeder, and between the 
feeder and aerial, is required.

The bandwidth of the coupling circuits must be suficientiy wide 
for the type of modulation used, yet narrow enough to prevent radia
tion of any unwanted harmonics. Apart from such harmonics, 
generated in earlier non-linear stages (for example, the mixer), care 
must be taken to prevent parasitic osculations which could cause 
spurious radiation. Cost and reliability must be considered.-together 
with facilities for maintenance, and the unit should operate as 
efficiently as possible without introducing distortion.

For the safety of operators, small transmitters are housed in pro
tective cases, while larger units are housed in steel cubicles that prevent 
the application of the HT supply until all access doors are closed.

(b) Amongst the requirements for an rel■irt used for transmission 
purposes at a high-frequency transmitting station, it is necessary that 
the aerial be capable of transmitting the relevant signrl frequency and, 
if it is directional, that it be pointing in the right direction.

Since the transmitter is generally capable of operating over a wide 
frequency range, while the aerral is often optimized for a limited range, 
it is sometimes necessary to use more than one aerial. Furthermore, 
as most directional aerials are fixed installations, multi-directional 
working demands several aerials.

Becauseoperation toagiven station maybe required only at infrequent 
intervals, it is uneconomic to assign permanency a transmitter 
to one aerial.

A radio station may consist, therefore, of many more aerials than 
transmitters, interconnexion being made by switching devices. Flexi
bility foe variation in direction of propagation and signal frequency 
is thus provided.

(c) A distributed amplifier, sometimes called a trainsmissian-lme 
amplifier, is a wideband amplifier in which the output of each stage 
is coupled by reactive elements to form a transmission line. The input 
stages are similarly coupled, the phase delay in the line being such that 
the contributions from each stage are in phase at the load.

Q 6 (a) With the aid of a phasor diagram, explain why a frequency
modulation receiver will discriminate against the weaker of 2 signals of 
nearly equal amplitude and frequency,

(b) Ar interfering carrier has an amplitude half that of the wanted 
carrier. If the frequency sepai-ation is 5 kHz and the wanted system 
deviation is 75 kHz, what is

(f) the peak phase deviation of the wanted carrier by the unwanfed 
carrier,

(ii) the corresponding peak frequency deviation, and
(Hi) the ratio of the amplitude of the wanted sqgiaf to that of the 

unwrntedaignal at the output of the discriminator 7

A 6 (a) When 2 signals of nearly equal amplitude and frequency 
are received by a frequency-modiUation discriminator’, the conditions 
existing can be represented by the phasor diagrams shown in sketches 
(a) and (b).

In sketch (0), the phasors V[ and V2 represent the 2 similar signals 
when V is the largely The resullant, R, is modulated in amplitude 
and phase at a frequency corresponding to the difference between the 
frequencies of signals Vi and V2, and has an average angular velocity 
equal to that of Vb In sketch (b), V2 is the larger of the signals, 
and the resufiant has an average angulai velocity equrl to that of V2.

The amplitude moduUation of the resuhmt can be removed by the 
action of an amplitude limiter and, although the phase modulation 
cannot be removed in a similar way, it can be shown that this modula
tion has a negligible effect on the resultant The phase deviation, 6, 
is produced by one quarter-cycle of the difference frequency, so that 
the angular displacement per cycle is 40. If the frequency separation 
is f5, the average rate of change of phase is 40%, and the average 
frequency devirtion is 40%/2ti.

When the amplitudes of the 2 signals are similar, then 6 approxi
mates to Ti4, so that the frequency devvation approximates to 5/2.

Provided that the signals are similar in frequency, fs/2 is small 
relative to the system devvation, thus introducing little distortion. The 
resoHant frequency devvation is, therefore, efectively that due to the 
larger of the 2 similrr signals.

(a) (b (C)

(b) (i) Sketch (c) shows an interfering carrier, Vi, having an ampti- 
tude of one haaf that of the wanted carrier, Vw.

Now, ittt a w = VW — 0’5
0 = an iO-5 = 26° 34' = 0-4636rad.

(ii) When the frequency separation is 5 kHz, the average frequency 
devvation

4 x 0-4636 x5 X 103_---------- -=---------------  Hz = 1-476 kHz.2 X 77

The peak frequency devvation, assuming sinusoidal signals,

= 1- 476 X 7-12 = 2-32 kHz.

(Hi) Since the amplitude of the signal at the output ofa discriminator 
is proportional to the frequency devvation, the ratio of the amplitude 
of the wanted signal to that of the unwanted signal at the output of the 
discriminatol■

system deviation _ 75 x 103 _ ^
interference deviation 2-32 X 10-1 —3

Q 7 (a) Dr aw the circuit diagram of a Foster--.See/ej' discriminator 
with an amplitude limiter preceding it.

(b) With the aid of phasor diagrams, describe its operation as a 
frequenccy-tmuhucaion demodlUator.

(6) Which parts of your circuit coinrol the bandwidth over which the 
discriminator operates .

A 7 (a) Sketch (a) shows a transistorized Foster-Seeley discriminator. 
The preceding amptitude limiter has been omitted for clarity since, in 
transistorized circuits, a conventional radio-frequency amplifier is 
normally used, this being overdriven to produce a limiting action.

(b) Avoltage, having components V5i and V32, is inductively coupled
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(«)
into the secondary winding of the transformer from the primary, while 
a voltage is simultaneously capacitively coupled via capacitor Ci. 
The reactance of capadtor C1 is low at the signal frequency, so that 
point B is effectively at the same signal-frequency potential as the 
collector of the transistor. Point F is at earth potential, so that the 
voltage across inductor L1 is equal to the primary voltage, Vp. Voltage 
Va is the phasor sum of Vp and Vsi. Voltage Vb is the phasor sum of 
Vp and Vsz. The rectified load voltages are proportional to the magni
tudes of Va and V3.

The relationship between the phasors is illustrated in sketch (b). 
Ait resonance, phasors Vp, Vs and Vs2 are at right angles, and the 
magnitudes of phasors Va and Vb are equal. The output voltage, 
Vo, is proportional to the difference between the magnitudes of VA 
and Vb; that is,

V0 = k(lVAl - lVB|),
so that, at resonance, V0 is zero.

Above resonance, phasors Vp and Vs are no longer at right angles 
but become as shown in sketch (c). Below resonance, they are as 
shown in sketch (d). As the frequency varies, so do the magnitudes of 
Va and Vb, and, hence, that of Vo. The relationship between Vo and 
the signaa frequency is illustrated in sketch (e)

(c) The bandwidth over which the discriminator operates depends 
on the coupling between the primary and secondary windings of the 
transformer and the Q-factors of the assotiated tuned circuits, both 
of which are resonant at the same frequency.

Q 8 (a) Draw the block diagram of a very-high-frequency frequency
modulation transceiver suitable for operation from a car battery. Briefly 
describe its principle of operation.

(b) Give typical values, for such a transceiver, of the
(t) output power,

(ii) range,
(Hi) audio-frequency buudwidth, and
(iv) frequency deviation.

A 8 (a) The sketch shows a very-high-frequency frequency-modula
tion transceiver suitable for operation from a car battery.

For mobile applications, the requirement for rapid channel switching 
necessitates the use of a stable frequency source for both transmission 
and reception, and this is provided by means of a master crystal- 
controlled ostiilator. Since it is difficult to frequency modulate a 
crystal ostiilator directly, an indirect technique is adopted. The audio
frequency amplifier contains a correction network whose attenuation 
increases with frequency, so that the resultant frequency modulation 

is independent of audio-frequency variations. The audio-frequency 
signal is injected into a phase modu!ator which is driven by a frequency 
derived from the master ostiilator. Since the frequency deviation pro - 
duced by this method is small, modulation is undertaken at a low 
frequency, and the modulated signal is frequency multiplied (usually 
by about 18 times), thus increasing the frequency deviation. Radio
frequency amplification is applied before and after frequency multi
plication, while suitable filters prevent the radiation of harmonics.

For reception, a double superheterodyne is generafiy used, with 
a high first intermediate frequency of 10-7 MHz, and a low second 
intermediate frequency of 455 kHz. The received signal is amplified 
by the radio-frequency amplifier and mixed with a signal derived from 
the master oeciilator. The resultant, after filtering, is mixed with a 
second crystai-controlled signal which, after further filtering,; is 
detected. The detect:ior may take the form of a ratio detector or, if 
greater linearity is required, a Foster-Seeley discriminator; the latter 
must be preceded by an amplitude limiter. Muting is applied to the 
audio-frequency amplifier to suppress the receiver output when no 
input ssgnal is being received, while a noise limiter reduces the effects 
of transients.

A common aeiral is used for transmissson and reception, but is 
normally connected only to the receiveer via a switch unit. For trans
mission, the operator generally operates a press-to-speak button on 
the handset which changes over the switch unit and connects the 
aerral to the transmitting side. HT power is supplied from a d.c.-d.c. 
convertor driven from the vehicle’s battery.

(b) Typical values for the parameters speeded are given in the table.

Output Power 2-25 W

Range Up to 50 km

Audio-Frequency Bandwidth 0'3-3-5 kHz

Frequency Deviation 7-15 kHz

Q 9 (a) Draw a dimensioned sketch of a rhombic aerial.
(b) Why are 3 wires often employed on each leg of a rhombic aerial ?
(e) Upon What aCCtor- does the impedance of a rhombic aerial depend ?
(d) Why is if desirable to be able to alter the height of a rhombic aerial .
(e) W/mf is the most noticeable difference between a rhombic aerial 

used for receiving and one usedfor transmitting ?

A 9 (a) A rhombic aerial is shown in the sketch.
(b) Three wires are often used in each leg of a rhombic aerial 

to maintain a constant impedance over the frequency band. The 
wires are arranged in a vertical formation, diverging from the feed 
point, and converging to the termination point.

(c) The impedance of a rhombic aerral is dependent on
(i) the diameter of the wires or, in the case of multiple-wire as

semblies, the number of wires and their diameters,
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(ii) the horizontal separation between the wires which, in turn, 
depends on the lengths of the wires, and

(Hi) the frequency.
In the case of multiple-wire assemblies, the vertical spacing is also a 

factor. The vertical sparing is arranged to diverge at the side extremi
ties to increase the effective diameter of the wire assembly and to 
offset the diverging width of the rhombic.

(d) The angle of elevation, 0 (that is, the angfe which the direction 
of maximum radiation makes with the horizontal), is related to the 
height of the aerial, 1, above the ground by the approximation

0 = sin-1 4y’
4h

where 1 is the wavelength. Since the angle of elevation is chosen to 
enable receiption at some particular location fer a given frequency and 
ionospheric condition, any change in the ionosphere demands a change 
in frequency and, hence, in the angle of etevation. The latter- may be 
altered by changing the height of the rhombic aerial.

(e) For a rhombic aerial operating as a transmitting aerial, the 
terminating rrsistance.must be capable of dissipating a high value of 
power and, so, usually takes the form of an open-wire line (the 
absorber line) extending back into, but below, the rhombic aerial. 
For reception purposes, little power is dissipated, so that a carbon 
resisstoi- may be used for the termination.

Q 1(0 Describe a method of measuring each of the following, listing 
the equipment required and indicating each step in the procedure:

(a) the image-channelirejection ratio of a medium-wave broadcast 
receiver, and

(b) the effectiveness of the automatic-gain-control system of such a 
receiver.

Give typical results for each of these measurements.

LINE TRANSMISSION C, 1974

Students were expected to answer any 6 questions

Q I (a) Write down an expression for the propagation coefficient of a 
uniform transmission line in terms of the primary coeefieients and 
frequency.

(b) Hence, derive an approximate expression for the attenuation 
coefficient at high frequencies in terms of the primary coefficients only.

(o) Explain why, for a high-quaHty coaxial cable, the attenuation 
coefficient at high frequencies is subbtallttally proportional to the square 
root of the frequency.

A 1 (a) The propagation coefficient, 7, of a uniform transmission 
line is given by

7 = V{(R + jj>L((G +jj>Q},

where R is the loop resistance (Q/km), L is the loop inductance 
(H/km), G is the loop leakance (S/km), C is the loop capacitance 
(F/km), w is the angular velocity (rad/s) and is equal to 27rf, wheref is 
the frequency (Hz).

(b) Now, 

and

R + j^-^(j0L~ l)’
G+jjc^oc^ 1

wDLc)

(R + jj>L)(G +io>C) = jn>Ljcu((1 + %y + §c - ,1%
\ jojL jwC co^jLC/

.- y =jwVLLC<1 + w£L+wfi-\ jcoL jmC

At high frequencies, the term containing tu2 in the denominator
may be neglected. Thus, using the binomiaf expansson and ignoring 
terms containing a>2 and higher powers of w in the denominator,

9 _ wa'ILC^1 ■ ??R. - jRb}-
-w^+GW))-

Now, 7 = o + j5, where a is the attenuation coefficient (nepersikm), 
and [3 is the phase-change coefficient (rad/km). Thus, equating real 
parts, at high frequencies,

a nepers/kilometre.

(e) As shown in part (b), the attenuation coefficient at high fre
quencies has 2 terms. The first term represents the series loss, and is 
proportional to R, and the second represents the shunt loss, pro - 
portional to G. At high frequencies, the effective resistance becomes 
proportional to yf due to the skin effect. In modern high-quaHty 
cables, the shunt loss is very small, so that the series loss becomes the 
main factor of the attenuation coeffirient.

Therefore, in a high-quaHty coaxial cable, the attenuation coefficient 
at high frequencies is subsianltally proportional to the square root of 
the frequency.

Q 2 A eabbepair has the following primary caefficients: R = 30 Q/km, 
L = 1 mH/km, C = 0-08 yF/km, and G is negligible. It is to be loaded 
with 88 mH coils at 2000 m spacing. The resistance of the landing coils 
can be neglected.

(a) Explain the purpose of landing.
(b) Calculate the attenuation of the loadeepair when u = 5000 rad/s.
(c) Calculate the theoretical cut-offfeequency.
(d) Estimate the upper usable frequency.

A 2 (a) The 2 primary coefficients of a cable pair that cause power 
loss are the loop resistance, R ohms/kilometre, and the loop leakance, 
G siemenstkilometle. The losses are equivalent to the series loss, I2R, 
and the shunt loss, VZG, respectively, where 1 is the current (A) and 
V is the voltage (V); the series loss predominates.

At any point in a cable poît, Vand 1 are related by the equation 
Zo = V/1, where Zo is the characteristic impedance of the pair (9). 
1f Z0 can be increased without increasing the resistance, I is reduced, 
so that the series loss, and hence the attenuation coefficient, decrease. 
(The voltage will rise and, thus, increase the shunt loss, but this is 
negligible.)

The characteristic impedance is increased by insetring inductance 
coils at intervals along the line, this process being known as loading. 
Hence, the attenuation coefficient is reduced.

(I' ) The propagation coefficient, 7, is given by

7 = VKR + >L)(G + itaC)} = a + f .........  (1)

where L is the loop inductance (H/km) including the inductance of the 
loading coils, C is the loop copacitance (F/km), o is the attenuation 
coeffirient (nrpelrstlkm), fl is the phose-chonge coefficient (rad/km), 
and w is the angular vetocity (rad/s).
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Now, R + ia>L = 3O+jS0(00(X 00--+44X1O-3) Q,
= 30 + j22S O,
= 227/ tan-17-5 = 227482" 24' (2.

Also, G+j«»C = 0 + 55(00 x 0-08 x 0(-6S,
= 0+j4 x 10-4S,
= 4x10-4/ tan-1 o = 4x10’4490° S.

•A (R + j jL((G + ja>C) = (222488? 24')(4 x 00-44903
= 9 08 X 0)-24172o24.

A x/{{R+j+L))GGjw<j’) = \/(9-02 X D-2L 772°24),
= 3-013 X 10-1486" 12'.

Hence, from equation (1),
a = 3-013 X 10-1 cos 86° 12' nepers/km,

= 0-02 nepers /km.
(c) A coil-loaded line acts as a low-pass filter with series-connected 

inductances and shunt capacitance. The cut-off frequency of such a 
filter,fo hertz, is given by

f0 iWh^

where s is the distance between loading coils (km).

‘ -f0 _ 77 1 2 1 \/{(l <10-3 + 441 10-3) 1(•(811(-6}HZ, 
= 2-6S3 kHz.

(d) The cut-off characteristic is not sharp, and the upper usable 
frequency is approximately 80% of the cut-off frequency; that is, 
2-6S3 X 0-8 ~ 2-1 kHz.

Q 3 (a) Explain what is meant by near-end crosstalk and far-end 
crosstalk in a transmission system.

(b) List the main sources of crosstalk in a multiple-pair cable.
(c) Explain how crosstalk could be reduced to an acceptable level in a 

star-quad cable providing loaded audio circuits between 2 telephone 
exchanges.

A 3 See A7, Line Ti'ansmission C, 1973, Supplement, Vol. 67, p. 68, 
Oct. 1974.

Q 4 A 4-wire audio circuit is to be provided between 2 terminal 
repeater stations with one intermediate repeater station. The overaH 
loss is to be 3 dB between the 2-wire points. The cable pairs between 
consecutive stations have a loss of 25 dB at 3400 Hz and 16dB at 
300 Hz.

(a) Draw a block diagram to show the arrangement of the various 
items of equipment which are needed in the circuit.

(b) Explain the function of each item.
(c) Draw a levee diagram for one direction of transmission.
(d) Explain the netelfar imposing upper and lower limits on the signal 

level, and give typical values.

A 4 (a) Sketch (a) shows a block diagram of the arrangement of the 
various items of equipment needed to provide thecircuitiuouediIection. 
The other direction is similar, but is omitted for simplicity.

(b) Connecting the 2-wire circuits to the 4-wire audio circuit are 
hybrid transformers, the purpose of which is to combine the uni
directional paths of the 4-wire section with the bi-directional paths 
zf the 2-wire sections. Each hybrid transformer has a loss of about 
4dB.

Each repeater comprises a 30 dB fixed-gain amplifier and an 
adjustable attenuator, the latter set to the values shown.

At the intermediate and receiving stations (stations B and C), line 
equalizers are provided to compensate for the attenuation/frequency 
characteristic of the preceding cable pair, so making the attenuation 

of the circuit substantially independent of frequency. Each cable pair 
can then be considered to have its maximum value of loss (that is, 
25 dB) over the entire frequency range. Each equatizer introduces a 
basic loss of approximately 1 dB.

The 9 dB attenuator between the amplifier and hybrid transformer 
at station C is necessary to reduce the signal level at the 2-wire point 
to the specified value.

(c) Sketch (b) shows a level diagram for one direction of trans
misson.

(d) It is necessary to impose limits on the signal level because, if 
the level is too high, crosstalk can arise between adjacent circuits and, 
if it is too low, the signal-to-noise ratio becomes so low that the 
signal is distorted.

A typical range of signal levels is from +10 dB to —20 dB relative 
to the sending 2-wire point.

Q 5 (a) Draw a block diagram to show the items of equipment needed 
to assemble a 12-cChalmnl CCITTgroup for carrier telephony.

(b) Explain the function of each item.
(c) Sketch, showing typical values, the attemiatioiitfrequeicy char

acteristics of any 2 adjacent channel filters.
(d) Explain why each channel filter needs to have a sharp cut-off 

charactelistic, and say how this is achieved.

A 5 See A8, Line Transmission C, 1972, Supplemed, Vol. 67, p. 3, 
Apr. 1974.

Q 6 (a) Define balance retm-n-loss.
(b) Explain how balance return-loss can be measured.
(c) Calculate the balance retm-n-loss between a line having a char

acteristic impedance of 800 — 1700S2 and a balanccug network of 
impedance 700 / —30° Q.

A 6 (a) Balance return-loss is a measure of the accuracy of the 
balancing network of a 2-wire-4-wire termination in matching the 
impedance of the 2-wire line. If 20 is the line impedance (9), and ZB 
is the balancing-nelwork impedance (Q) then balance return-loss

= 20 Iogm2+2 dB.
A) — A?

When ZB = 20, the balance return-loss is infinite and no reflection 
occurs.

(b) To measure the balance return-loss of a hybrid transformer, the 
circuit is set up as shown in the sketch.

BALANCING 
NETWORK
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Two readings are taken from the voltmeter: the first, Vi volts, with 

the balancing network disconnected, and the second, Vjvolts, with 
the balancing network connected. Hence,

balance return-loss = 20 logio V dB. 
ri

(c) Now, Zo = 800 - j100 Q,
and Zb = 700/4-30° 9,

= 700{cos (-30°) + j sin (-30°)} Q, 
= 606 — j350 Q.

.- Z0 + ZB = 800 _ j100 + 606 -j50 Q,
= 1406 —j450 Q,

and Z0 - ZB = 800 - j100 - 606 + j350 (2,
= 194 +jZ50 Q.

. I20+ZB| 4062 + 4502X" lz0-ZBl • \\\9420--Z’
V Zl -7638 = 4'665.

.'. balance return-loss = 2010gi0 4-665 dB, 
= 13-38 dB.

Q 7 (a) Outline a typical transmission plan for a national telephone 
network showing the loss allowable in each part of a suussccbei-r-o- 
subscriber trunk connexion.

(b) Describe a subjective method of comparing the transmission 
performance of 2 telephone sets.

A 7 (a) Sketch (a) shows the transmission plan introduced by the 
British Post Office in 1933. The country was divided into 270 group 
centres, each with a trunk exchange, certain of the larger group 
centres being designated as zone centres. Each group centre was 
connected to at least one zone centre, and all zone centres were fully 
interconnected. The plan shows the overall loss limit for the trunk 
and junction part of the circuit to be 15 dB, and that for the local 
network (that is, between the subscriber and the minor exchange) to be 
10 dB. The zonB-CBntrB-zone-centre circuits were always amplified 
and usually 4-wire, and the practice was to set them up to have the 
lowest possible loss with adequate sfabiilty, rather than try to achieve 
relatively unstable zero-loss circuits. In practice, therefore, the actual 
1212s for the trunk and junction part of the circuit was usuaHy about

B. ' '

C, 1974 (continued)
a telephone circuit and give an opinion as to its quallty. The subjects 
may be asked questions over the connexion, or they may engage in 
norm! conversation. This method allows the subjects to hold the 
telephones in any way they prefer and to converse at any level of 
speech.

Q 8 The impBdancB|fiequBncy characteristic of a faulty cable pair 
terminated in its characteristic impedance shows a series of peaks 
spaced 1-2 kHz apart. The loop inductance of the pair is 0-8 mH/km 
and the loop capacitance is 0 ■ 08 ttF/km

(11 ) Draw the circuit diagram of a bridge suitable for making the 
impedance measurements.

(b) Derive an expression for the line impedance, at a particular 
frequency, in terms of the bridgB components.

(c) Calculate the distance between the cable fault and the testing end.

A 8 (a) The sketch shows the circuit diagram of a bridge suitable 
for making impedance measurements on the faulty cable pair. Variable 
capacitor C can -be connected either across variable resistance R1, 
when the line impedance has a small negative angle, or across the line 
itself when its impedance has a small positive angle. Ahigh-impedancB 
telephone receiver acts as the detector, and the sign! source is con
nected to the bridge through a balanced screBnBd transformer.

(a)

M; Minor BXthangB
68: Group CB^tfB
26; Zane cBntrB
G5C; Group switching centre
TSC; Transt switching centre

(b

Figures in parenthesis () indicate 
the switching loss.
The figure in brackets [J indicates 
the achievable loss of a zorne-crnnre~ 
¿nne-centre circuit

Sketch (b) shows a modern plan which is a compromise between 
cost and quality of transmission. The use of 4-wire switching at 
transit switching centres avoids the switching losses inherent in the 
1933 plan, and the overall practical loss between minor exchanges is 
about 19-2(0 dB. Thirty-seven transit switching centres cover the 
country, and 9 of these are designated main switching centres and are 
fully interconnected by direct links. Each transit switching centre is 
directly connected to at least one main switching centre and, also, to 
other transit switching centres where the traffic justifies such a con
nexion. Access to a transit switching centre is gained via a group 
switching centre.

(b) A method formerly used to compare subjectively the trans
mission performance of telephone sets was for trained staff to transmit 
meaningless words, called logatones, over a telephone connexion set 
up in a laboratory and having adjustable attenuation. The quality of 
the telephone set was judged by the percentage of words correctly 
received at the distant end. Even though various degrees of impairment 
were applied to the quality of transmission to simulate real conditions 
of use, it was still a somewhat artificial method of measurement since 
the level of speech and the position of the speaker’s mouth in 
relation to the transmitter were closely controlled.

In a newer method, pairs of representative subjects are asked to use

(b) lf the bridge is balanced with capadtor C connected across 
resistance R1, then R2Zl = RfZc/lR1) where Zl 1 the impedance of 
the line, and Zc//R is the impedance of the parallel combination of 
capadtor C and resistance R1.

RZcf/Kt 
RC

( —

Ne>w
R
joC____ ____R 

1 l+jtuRR'
*1 j

Rationalizing the expression gives

z R 1 - jwCRy
Zcm“ — ~jtuCC— >< — j ioCR—

R — jmCRz
1 + wV.cRF’

R— . wCR—c
— U «—COR2 J] + wWR—2

Substituting for ZC/r in equation (1) gives

Z - R3f R— ; JR—C Y
L M— + wCCCR—C J — + WICÇCR—C)

Similairly, if the bridge is balanced with capadtor C connected 
across the line, it can be shown that

7 _ R2R3R1 , j _JwCRf2Rr2_.
ZL R22+ w2C2R1|2RJ7 + J R22 + 3Ir2C1Z12R32

(c) If [9— and [3c rtditns/kilometre are the phase-change coefficients 
at frequencies f— and fC hertz respectively, and (—— and <#c radians are 
the respective phase changes due to reflection at the fault, then the 
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total phase change at fli is Zxfii + ^radians and, at f2, is 2xf2 + 
(#2 radians, where x is the distance to the fault (km).

If adjacent impedance peaks occur at f- and j2, then the difference 
between the total phase changes at these frequencies is 27 rad.

(2x31 + 9-5- - (2x32 + fc) = 2f

2x(3- — fiz) + (0- — ^2) = 277.

■ '• x = 27a203s^1 T?2 kilometres.
2(P1 - MJ

But $-i = $2.

— •,■. x — 3------ 3 kilometres.
Pl “ P2

Now, 5- - [32 = wx/(LC),
where w is the difference in angular velocity between fi and f2 (rad/s), 
L is the loop inductance (H/km), and C is theioop capacitance (F/km).

7T■ '• x = -r-=---- fv——>.T kdometres,
, 27^1 - J2) > x/(LC)

“ 2 x 1-2 x 03 x «(0-8 x 10-3 > 0-08 x 106)1m’
= 52 km.

Q 9 (a) Sketch the cabling layout for a typical rack of mains-opeimed 
carrier-transmission equipment.

(b) Show how power can be maintained in the event of mains failure.
(c) Explain how interference between power circuits and transmission 

circuits is kept to an acceptable level.

Q 10 (a) Define insertion loss. (Assume source and load impedances 
to be non-react/ve.)

(b) With the aid of sketches, show how the insertion-Ioss/frequency 
characteristic of an audio-frequency line equatizer can be measured.

(e) State What precautions are necessary to ensure a reasonable 
degree of accuracy.

A 10 (a) The insertion loss of an item of equipment is the ratio of 
the power delivered to the load before that equipment is inserted into 
the line to the power delivered after it has been inserted, and is 
expressed in decibels.

(b) The sketch shows a method of measuring the insertion-loss/ 
frequency characteristic of an audio-frequency line equalizer.

By the repeated operation of switches SW, readings of the output 
voltage, V2 volts, are made with and without the equalizer connected 
into the circuit. The input voltage, V1 volts, is maintained constant, 
and readings are taken for a range of frequencies in the audio-fre
quency band. Then, for each frequency,

, . , „„ , V2 with equalizer not connected dB
ms«tion loss = 20 loglo - V2 with equalizer connected“ dB"

Hence, the insertion-loss/frequency characteristic may be plotted.
(c) It is important to avoid errors caused by harmonics of the 

testing frequency, and this may be done either by using a bandpass 
filter in the output of the osciilator circuit, or by using a frequency- 
selective detector in place of the voltmeters. Any voltmeters used must 
have a high impedance relative to that for which the equahzer is 
designed.

The accuracy is also dependent on the stability of both voltmeters 
and the calibration of voltmeter V2.

TELEPHONY C, 1974

Students were expected to answer any 6 questions

Q 1 (a) Pure-chance traffic of 2erlangs is offered to a number of 
trunks which must provide a grade of service of not worse than one last 
call in 100. What is the least number of trunks which must be provided? 
The approximation

A2 , AN .7-.'+N = ei
may be used in your answer.

(b) Give 4 ways by which electromechanical meters can be used to 
check the adequacy of plant provision in a telephone exchange.

AN

A 1 (a) Now, b=_________ m__
, , . , A 2 , A3 , 1+A +a- + §4T AN’ 

'M
where B is the grade of service, A is the traflic offered (erlangs), and N 
is the number of trunks.

Therefore, using the approximation given in the question,

AN
„ 1 ANB = —_=-vX-A-e l !

■ 0-01=^

. W0xNVxe-2
N!

.'. N! = 100 x 2N x e-z.

27v = 1M X e-2 = 13-53.

If N = 6, then NI/2N = 11-25, which is less than 13-53 and, if 
N = 7, then N1/2N = 39-38, which is greater than 13-53.

Therefore, the least number of trunks required is 7.

(b) Electromechanical meters can be used in traffic recorders, or 
as destination-catl-count meters, late-choice-can meters and 1_ate- 
choice-urnt meters, to check the adequacy of plant provision in a 
telephone exchange.

Q 2 (a) Draw a trunking diagram of a unit automatic exchange 
(UAX) and its assotiated group switching centre (GSC) up to the first 
trunk-switching stage.

(b) Describe how a single group of junctions can providefor both STD 
and tmm-STD traffic for ordinary and call-office subscribers between 
the UAX and the GSC, and what spetial arrangements are made if the 
GSC is handling traffic from UAXs situated in a different chargegroup. 
Why are these arrangements necessary ?

A 2 See A6, Telephony C, 1973, Supplement, Vol. 67, p. 71, Oct. 
1974.

Q 3 (a) Describe, with the a id of a sketch of the circuit elements, how 
trandation and pulsing-out facilities are provided in a director exchange.

(b) List the types of forced release that occur in a director exchange.

A 3 (a) The sketch shows the circuit elements of adirector concerned 
with providing the translation and pulsing-out facilities.

Wipers 1-6 are part of the BC-switch, a ^-motion selectfr that is 
stepped in response to the second and third digits dialled by the 
subscriber. There are a total of 600 bank contacts (that is, 6 banks of 
100 contacts each), thus permitting one translation to be given for 
each of the 100 posable BC-switch positions, the 6 wipers allowing 
up to 6 routing digits per translation.

Assuming that a level-2 director has been chosen, after the sub
scriber has dialled, say, 237, then the BC-switch will be postioned on 
outlet 7 of levee 3. If atranslation of, say, 25 is required, then, for this 
particular BC-switch position, bank contact BC1 is strapped to 
translation-field tag 2, and bank contact BC2 is strapped to 
translation-field tag 5. As no more routing digits are required, bank 
contacts BC3 BC6 are all strapped to the DCO tag. Translation
field tags 10 are connected to bank contacts 4-13 respectively of 
send-switch arc SS.
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Unit-switch arc U1 acts as an incoming-ddgit distributor and steps 
once for each incoming digit. After the C-digit has been received, it 
steps to outlet 3, and an earth from arc U1 is extended via arc CN2 
to operate relay IG when the 66% make-period impulse springs are 
next open. These impulse springs are synchronized with a set of 33 % 
make-period impulse springs connected in the pulsing-out loop, the 
2 spring-sets being arranged so that, when one set is closed, the other 
is open. The impulse springs operate at 10 pulses/s while the director 
is seized. The opcation of relay IG extends the impulse springs to 
magnet S via contact IG2. Contact IG3 maintains an earth for the 
stepping circuit irrespective of the position of wiper CN2, and contact 
IG4 energizes magnet CN. Uniselector S now steps at 10pulses/s. 
When wiper 52 reaches outlet 3, the pulsing-out loop is extended to 
the impulse springs. When the 66% make-period impulse springs 
close to energize magnet S, the 33 % make-period impulse springs open 
to transmit one loop-disconnect pulse to line. When the 33% make
period impulse springs close, the others open to release magnet S and 
step the S-wipers to outlet 4. This process continues as unisclcctOJi S 
steps round the bank, one loop-disconnect pulse being sent to line 
for each step of uniselector S. In this example, when uniselector S 
reaches outlet 5 (that is, after 2 loop-disconnect pulses have been 
sent to line), wiper S3 encounters the earth extended from wiper CN1 
via bank-contact BC1 and translation-field tag 2. This marking earth 
operates relay SZ, which holds via contact SZS and are S4. Contact 
SZ3 short circuits the 33% make-period impulse springs to prevent 
any more loop-disconnect pulses being sent to line. Contact SZ4 
releases magnet CN, and uniselector CN steps to outlet 2 in readiness 
for the transmission of the next impulse train. Contact SZ2 cuts the 
operating circuit for magnet S and, also, releases relay IG. The restora
tion of contact IG1 completes a self-drive circuit for uniselector S, 
which self-drives to outlet I5. At this point, the self-drive circuit is 
broken at are SI and earth is again applied to operate relay IG via 
contact SZ1 when the 66% make-period impulse springs open. When 
relay IG re-operates, uniselector S once more steps under control of 
the 66% make-period impulse springs to provide part of the inter
digital pause. When unisdector S reaches outlet 19, the sdf-drive 
circuit is re-established at are $1, and the uniselector sdf-drives back 
to outlet 1, the home position, relay IG being released when wiper Sl 
leaves outlet 18. Relay SZ is released when wiper S4 leaves outlet 25.

The release of contact SZ2 again applies earth to operate relay IG, 
and the circuit operation is repeated for the transmission of the second 
digit, in this case digit 5, wiper CN! extenddng the marking earth via 
bank-contact BC2 and translation-field tag 5, which is connected 
to bank-contact 8 of arc S3.
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After the second routing digit has been sent, it is necessary to 
arrange for uniselector CN to pass over outlets 3-6 since no more 
routing digits are required. To provide this step-on feature, unused 
bank-contacts BC3-BC6 are connected to the DCO tag, so that the 
earth extended by are CN1, when it reaches outlet 3 after transmission 
of the second routing digit, energizes magnee CN via interrupter 
contacts CNdm. Uniselector CN then sef-drives to outlet 7 in readiness 
for transmission of the numerical digits.

Inter-digital-pause timing is provided by uniselector S stepping at 
10 pulses/s from outlet 1 to outlet 3 (approximately 200 ms), and from 
outlet 15 to outlet 19 (approximately 400 ms), plus the sdf-drive 
time. The total inter-digital pause is, thus, in the order of 700-800 ms.

(b) The types of forced release that occur in a director exchange are

(i) forced release without tone, where the subscriber is parked With
out tone on the first code-selector by the A-digit seeccor if no dialled 
digits are received within 20-40 s, and

(rr) forced release with tone, where

(1) the subscriber is parked with tone on the first code-selector if a 
spare code is dialled,

(2) the subscriber is parked with tone on the first code-sdector if 
he pauses for more than 20-40 s between digits, and

(3) the subscriber is parked with tone on the first code-sdector 1 
dialling is commenced before an A-digit selector has been seized and 
dial tone returned.

The tone referred to in each case above is number-unobtainable tone.

Q 4 (a) Draw a block diagram of a built-in-out-of-epecch-band 
(BIOSB) signalling system, and explain its operation. What are the 
advantages of a BIOSB signalling system compared with in-band 
signalling systems 7

(b) What are the relative merits of tone-off i- tone-on Idle condi
tions for BIOSB systems.

A 4 (a) The sketch shows a block diagram of a typical BIOSB 
signaling system using the tone-off idle-condiiton signalling method.

Low-pass filters, having a cut-off frequency of 3 ■ 4 kHz, are connected 
in the go and return paths of the 4-wire section of the circuit to

(i) prevent any speech frequencies above 3-4 kHz being transmitted 
and, thus, interfering with the voice-frequency receives, and

(ii) prevent the 3-825 kHz signalling tone from feeding into the 
hybrid transformers and, hence, the 2-wire portions of the speech path.

The 3-825 kHz signalling tone is transmitted as soon as the out
going relay-set is seized, by contact A operating the static relay, and 
is transmitted over- the go path. Loop-disconneec pulses sent into the 
outgoing relay-set are, therefore, converted to tone-on/tone-off pulses 
by the static relay. At the incoming end, the signalling tone passes 
through the 3-825 kHz band-pass filter and operates a voice-fre
quency receivee, the output of which is used to operate relay A in the 
incoming relay-set and, hence, seize the first se!eetor. The voice
frequency receiver and relay A in the incoming relay-set convert the 
tone-on/tone-off signals back into loop-disconnect signals to step the 
sdeic11is.

When the called party answers, relay D in the incoming relay-set 
operates and contact.D operates the static relay, thus transmitting 
3~ 825 kHz back along the return path. This transmission lasts for the 
duration of the conversation. At the outgoing end, the signalling tone
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passes through the 3-825 kHz filter and operates a voice-frequency 
receiver, the output of which is used to operate relay D in the outgoing 
relay-set, which repeats the answering supervisory signal back over 
the 2-wire circuit.

When the called party clears, the backward signalling tone is 
disconnected from the return path, thus releasing relay D in the 
outgoing relay-set. When the caller clears down, contact A releases 
the static relay, and the resdling disconnexion of signalling tone on the 
GO path is recognized in the incoming relay-set as a clear-forward 
signal. The incoming relay-set then transmits a release-guard signal 
(tone-on) back to the outgoing relay-set. When the release-guatdsignal 
ceases, the circuit becomes available for further traffic.

The advantages of a BIOSB signalling system are that
(I) the voice-frequency receiver can be simple, since voice immunity 

is not required,
(ii) signalling can take place in either direction while the circuit is. 

being used for speech; for example, periodic metering pulses and 
coin-box discrimination signals can be sent-, and

(iii) the outgoing and incoming relay-sets can be relatively simple, 
as tone-recognition and timing functions are not required.

(1) tone-off idle-condition signalling'has the following advantages.
(i) As loop-disconnect pulses are periods of silence, transient bursts 

of interference in the transmission path do not give rise to false dial 
pulses.

(it) Short-duration interruptions of the transmission path do not 
result in the seizure of idle incoming equipment.

(Hi) As the tone-on condition is maintained during the period that 
the circuit is seized (except during loop-disconnect pulses), the voice
frequency receiver’s automatic-gain control functions more effectively 
for dial pulses. (This applies only to the go direction.)

(iv) The chance of overloading the common amplifiers is reduced.
tone-on idle-condition signalling has the advannaae that automatic 

backward-busying is given during interruption of the transmission path.
In general, an advantage of tone-off (or tone-on) idle-condition 

signalling becomes a disadvantage for tone-on (or tone-off) idle- 
condition signalling respectiveiy. Similarly, in some cases, a particular 
advantage during an idle condition can become a disadvantage during 
seizure conditions. However-, in the man, tone-off idle-condition 
signalling tends to offer more advantages than tone-on idle-condition 
signalling,

Q 5 (a) Describe, with the aid ofskecch-s, the basic principles of caH 
timing used on a call routed via an auto-manmai switchboard.

(b) What special problems are associated with timing and charging 
for calls originatingfrom coin boxes which are routed via an auto-mamml 
switchboard?

A 5 (a) The sketch shows the basic circuit elements concerned with 
call timing at a si-«-vít-contt^ol switchboard. For clality. the additional 
circuitry required for coin-box-call timing has been omitted, and that 
shown is for ordinary calls only.

When the operator has established the conn-xion and the called 
subscriber is being rung, the start key is actuated. This allows relay 
SY to operate once every 6 5 via the answer supervisory lamp, th- 
start key, contact SP and contact TP, since relay TP is operating 
once every 6 s. When the called subscriber answers, relay D in the 
outgoing circuit operates to dim the call supervisory lamp. The 
change in potential on the sleeve wire is d-t-ct-d by a transistor circuit, 
and relay CSY is operated after a delay of about 150 ms. This allows 
the clock to be energized, and thus stepped, once every 6 s. The clock 
has two i0-step cams, one showing minutes and the other tenths of 
minutes, and the contacts operated for each step are shown in the 
table. A total reading of 9-9 min is possible.

Minute Cam Tenths-of-Minutes Cam

Interval 
(min)

Contacts
Operated

Intervri 
(min)

Contacts
Operated

2-3 4 and 5 0-8-0-0 2 and 3
5-6 4 and 5 0-9-0-0 1 2and3
8-9 4 and 5
9-0 5 and 6

At the end of the second minute, clock contacts 4 and 5 make and, 
after a further 0-8 min, clock contacts 2 and 3 make to extend the 
earth at the start key to the time-check lamp via an SP contact. 
Thus, the time-check lamp glows after 2-8 min have elapsed. After 

a further 0-i min, clock contact i makes with contacts 2 and 3, and 
relay PP operates to extend tone pips to the calling party each time 
relay PS operates to the synchronizing time-signal pulse. At the end of 
the third minute, clock contacts 1 2 and 3, and 4 and 5, break to dim 
the tlme-check lamp and prevent further operation of relay PP.

If the call continues, the above operation is repeated after 5-8 min 
and 8-8min. When the clock steps to the ninth-minute poshion, 
clock contacts 5 and 6 make to operate relay SP in series with th- 
time-check lamp. Relay SP locks in via an x contact, and other SP 
contacts connect flicker earth to the time-check lamp, to advise the 
operator that 9 min have elapsed, and disconnect the operate circuit 
for relay SY, to prevent further stepping of the clock. The operator 
resets the clock if further timing is required.

When the calling subscriber clears down, relay L releases to light 
the answer supervisory lamp. The low-resistance earth on the si-eve 
conductor effectively short-circuits relay SY, and this stops the clock 
from stepping further. The clock, therefore, indicates the actual tim- 
for which the call was effective.

(b) Where pay-on-answer-coin-box and ordinary subscribers share 
the same assistanc--l-v-l circuits, it is necessary to give some form of 
indication to the operator when a call has originated from a coin box. 
This is achieved by arranging that, when the operator answers the 
call, a positive-battery pulse is connected to the positive wire of th- 
circut. This is detected in the coin-and-fee-checking (CFC) equipment, 
which then returns pay tone to the operator. Further positive-battery 
pulses are then connected to the positive wire by momentary aquation 
of the position ring key, and these are also detected by the CFC 
-quipm-nt.Th- first actuation of theRiNG key causes the CFCequipment 
to disconnect the discriminating pay tone. A second actuation of Hi
ring key causes the CFC equipment to unlock the coin box’s coin 
slots. Further actuations of th- ring key initiate the auditing operat- 
tion within the CFC-quipmenn; that is, th- transmission to th-operator 
of tone pips corresponding to the number of coins inserted into the 
coin box. If a fraudulent coin-pulse signal is detected by th- CFC 
equipment, number-unobtainable tone is returned to th- operator.

On coin-box calls, th- start key has a coin-box-start position, 
and this alters the circuit so that flicker earth is connected to the 
time-check lamp after 2-8 min instead of 9-0 min, thus neceesitattng 
resetting of the clock if further timing is required. Thus, the operator 
is reminded that th- caller must insert mor- money if speech is to 
continue.

Q 6 (1) Sketch the trunking of a TXE2 exchange and describe briefly 
how a call is set up between subscribers on th- same exchange.
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(b) Describe briefly the function and operation of the calling-number 

generator (CNG). Use sketches to illustrate your answer.

A 6 (a) Sketch (a) shows the outline trunking of a TXEZ exchange. 
The exchange is aegister-controllrd,with the speech paths being set 
up through a multiple-stage network of reed-relay matrices, known 
as the A, B, C and D switching stages. Calls are processed sequentially, 
on a one-al-a-time basis.

ON: DIRECTORY NUMBER 
EEN EQUIPMENT NUMBER

OUTGOING 
SUPERVISORY 
RELAY-SET

OUTGOING
JUNCTIONS

LINE 
CIRCUIT

OWN-EXCHANGE 
SUPERVISOHV 

RELAY-SET

SWITCH SWITCH SWITCH

SPEECH
EN SELECTION

INCOMING
J UNCTIONS

TO 
CNG

INCOMING 
RELAY

SET

TO SUPERVISORY 
RELAY-SETS

0 
SWITCH

CALL 
CONTROL 

FHUIPMENT

CALLING
NUMBER 

GENERATOR 
(ENG)

ON
DECODER

REGISTERREGISTER 
SELECTOR

EN
Class-of-sehrici

FIELD REGISTER 
SWITCH

(a)

When the caaler lifts his handset, the operation of the line relay in 
the line circuit causes the CNG to generaae the caller’s directory 
number This is immediately transferred to, and stored in, a register 
allocated to the call by the register seeeccor.

The storage of the caller’s identity in the register causes the call
control equipment to set up a path through the switching network 
from a selected supervisory relay-set to the calling line, via the A-, 
B- and C-switches, and to the register, via the register switch. The 
selected supervisory relay-set may be an outgoing or own-exchange 
relay-set. If the majority of traffic is to the main exchange, then an 
outgoing supervisory relay-set would be the first choice; it is assumed 
that this is the case in this example.

Dial tone is returned from the register, and the caHer dials the 
required number-, the dialled digits being stored in the register. The 
register examines the stored digits to determine whether the caU is

(r) a local call, to be routed to or via the main exchange,
(ii) an own-exchange call,

(iii) a caU to an exchange for which there is a direct route, or
(iv) a national-number-dialled caU.
As soon as sufficient digits have been received to indicate that the 

call is to another subscriber on the same exchange, the initial con
nexion to the outgoing supervisory relay-set is released, and a new 
connexion is set up to an own-exchange supervisory relay-set during 
the inter-digital pause. At the end of dialling, when the remaining 
digits have been stored in the register, the stored digital information 
is decoded to identify the called line-circuit via the class-of-service 
field. The call-control equipment tests the cafied line and, if it is free, 
a path is set up between the own-exchange supervisory relay-set and 
the called line-circuit via the D-, C-, B- and A-switches. Thus, a 
connexion between the calling and called line is established. The 
register and common equipment are released, leaving the own
exchange supervisory relay-set in control of the call. Ringing current 
is applied to the called line and ring tone is returned to the caler. 
When the called subscriber answers, ringing current and ring tone are 
disconnected and the speech path is rttablishrd. Metering takes place, 
and local-call timing commences.

(1) Sketch (b) shows a simplified circuit diagram of the CNG.

(b

On operation of relay LR in the line circuit, a current pulse passes 
through ajumper wire threaded through an array of pulse transformers. 
The pulse transformers are arranged in 4 rows, representing the 
thousands, hundreds, tens and units part of the directory number. 
There are 5 transformers in each row, and the jumper wire is threaded 
through 2 transformers in each row, as well as the start-S transformer. 
This allows direct coding of the directory number in 2-out-of-5 code. 
If the exchange has 5-digit or 6-digit directory numbers, only the last 
4 digits are generated, as these are sufficient for identification purposes 
within the exchange.

With the circuit idle, the capacctor is charged to 50 V. The operation 
of relay LR causes the capacctor to discharge through the jumper wire 
between the EN tags. The jumper wire forms a single--urn winding on 
each transformer through which it passes and the output signals from 
the secondary windings are amplified and stored. On incoming calls, 
contact K discharges the capacctor slowwy, so that no pulse is generated 
should relay LR operate due to the caUing party clearing first. The 
1-5 MQ resistor ensures that the capacctor cannot charge up between 
the release of relay K and the operation of relay LR.

Two start signals, S and SS, are generated in response to a pulse 
from the line circuit. Signal S is fed to an insensitive amplifier, while 
signal SS is taken to a senstiive amplifier. In the event of signal SS 
being generated without signal S, a spurious-noise condhion is assumed 
and the CNG is cleared as a precautionary measure.

The function of the CNG is to generate and pass into the register 
the directory number of the calling line so that, subsequennty, the line 
circuit can be identified or marked within the exchange. It also enables 
the exchange to determine the class of service particular to that line; 
for example, PBX, shared service, or outgoing calls barred. As any 
line circuit can be allocated any directory number, this flexibility gives 
a more even distribution of traffic throughout the exchange; for 
example, PBXs can be allocated any directory number and do not 
need to be within a certain numbering range.

Q 7 (a) Describe the arrangements in a TXKI exchange for handling 
incoming traffic to (i) smaU PBXgioups and (ii) large PBX groups.

(b) Describe how subscribers’ lines are allocated to TXKI distributor 
outlets, and explain any special considerations to begiven to the alloca
tion ofPBX lines.

Q 8 (a) Describe the advantages of 4-wire switching in a national 
mtm? network, andgive an outline description of the trunk transit net
work.

(1) Sketch a trunking diagram showing the routing of a call between 
2 local non-idiredtor exchanges completed via the transit networrk. 
Indicate on the sketch typicaa signall¡ng systems which might be used on 
each link of the call.

(c) Describe the factors to be taken into account when. dele-mining 
whether the normal routing of a trunk call shotdld be via the transit 
netwook or not.
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A 8 (a) The main advantages of 4-wire switching in a trunk network 
are that

(/) transmission losses at switching stages are reduced, since 4-wire 
2-wire and 2-wire-A-wire conversion is not required at intermediate 
switching points,

(ii) echo is reduced, since 2-wire-4-wire hybrid transformers are 
required only at each end of a trunk circuit,

(iii) transmission quality is improved,
(iv) up to 5 links in tandem between group switching centres (GSCs) 

are possible, and
(V) fast call-setting-up times can be achieved if a high-speed inter

register signalling system is used.
The trunk transit network comprises a number of transit switching 

centres (TSCs) distributed throughout the country. Nine TSCs are 
fully interconnected, and are known as main switching centres 
(MSCs). The remaining 28 TSCs are known as district switching 
centres (DSCs) and have access to at least one MSC. Each GSC has 
access to at least one DSC or MSC. The entire transit network is 
4-wire switched, with crossbar equipment being used at the TSCs. 
Signalling between registers at the GSCs and TSCs is accomplished in 
multi-frequency form, usingSignallingSystemMulti-frequency No.2 
(SSMF2). Switching through the transit network is achieved by the 
originating GSC forwarding the national-numbering-group (NNG) 
code to its DSC (or MSC), and the DSC (or MSC) then switching the 
call thrdugh to the next TSC, if necessaay. Each time the originating 
GSC is switched through to a further TSC, it forwards the NNG code. 
This continues until the objective GSC is reached. The routing of a 
call between GSCs via 5 transit links would be

i GSC DSC-MSC MSC-DSC GSC.
(b) See A10, Telephony C, 1973, Suppiemen, Vol. 67, p. 73, Jan. 

1975. Typical signalling systems are: loop disconnect on the locab 
exchmge-GSC links, SSDC3 on the originating GSC-TSC link, and 
SSACI1 on the TSC-terminal GSC link. The inter-register signalling 
system would be SSMF2, using multi-frequency sender-receivers.

(c) The factors to be taken into account when determining whether a 
normal routing should be via the transit network or not are

(i) the possibiilty of'routing the cal via 1 or 2 Strowger links 
through the normal main network,

(ii) the sufficiency of routing digits available from the controlling 
register for a Strowger routing,

“(Hi) on a 2-link Strowger routing, the sufficiency of switching 
capacity at the intermediate GSC for the anticipated volume of 
traffic, and

(iv) the volume of traffic justifying the provision of a one-lnk or 
2-link Strowger route.

Q 9 (a) Describe, with the aid of sketches, 2 different types of 
electronic store, and explain their operation with the aid of graphs.

(b) Describe a typical application ofan electronic store in a telephone 
exchange.

A 9 (a) See A8, Telephony C, 1972, SupplemeiH, Vol. 66, p. 75, 

Jan. 1974; and A8, Telephony C, 1973, Suppiemem, Vol. 67, p. 71, 
Oct. 1974.

(b) The sketch shows the use of an electronic store in a telephone 
exchange aspart of a 2-out-of-5-codt-to-dtcimal-code converter.

With no signals present on leads A -E, toggles A -E are in the reset 
state. The set outputs from the toggles form the inputs to ten 2-input 
and gates. When a sign! is simultaneously received on 2 of the leads, 
the toggles connected to those leads set to give an output signal. The 
and gate that then has 2 coincident signals on its inputs opens, thus 
giving an output on one of the leads marked 1-0. Typically, signals 
on leads A and D will set toggles A and D, and an output is obtained 
on lead 4. The logic statement beside each of leads 1-0 gives the 
toggle combination required to give an output on that lead. The 
symbol . indicates a logical and function.

The signals on leads AeE would probably be of short duration, 
while the output on leads 1-0 lasts until the toggles are reset. Hence, 
the toggles store the input conditions.

Q 10 For a 3000-type relay, describe
(a) the mectha>ncal adjustments required,
(b) the various factors of safety applied, and how these are used, and 
(c) how, given the normal operating-load equivalent, the operating 

ampere-turns are determined.

TELEGRAPHY C, 1974

Students were expected to answer any 6 questions

Q 1 (a) How are Telex service difficulties and faults brought to the 
attention of the maintenance staff?

(b) Discuss the action to be taken to deal with each of the cases con
sidered in part (a).

A 1 (a) and (b) The aim of the maintenance procedure used to deal 
with service difficulties and faults is to provide for the effectiveand 
economical performance of maintenance work, to keep systematic 
records, to ensure a uniform procedure and to provide statistics for 
overall control. Faults, complaints and difficulties can originate from 
a variety of sources, and these are listed below, together with the 
action taken to deal with them.

Customer Reports
A customer, wishing to report a Telex fault, normally uses the tele
phone. The operator connects the crii to the Telex-faults position in 
the Telex exchange test-room. The customer’s Telex number and 
the nature of the complaint are recorded on the customer’s fault card, 
and an entry is made in the daily fault register, a registered fault 
number being issued for each fault. The testing officer tests the 
customer’s circuit by intercepting it at the engineering control board 
and locating the fault to the exchange, customer’s line or station 

equipment. Details of an exchange fault are passed to the exchange 
staff by means of a fault docket, and details of a line fault are passed 
to the voice-frequency terminal or to the assodated telephone ex
change. If the fault is at the customer’s station, the details of the fault 
are passed to the telegraph repair centre, where a faultsman is detailed 
to visit the customer. When the fault has been cleared, the fault 
control is informed, entries are made on the fault card and register, and 
the card is filed. A11 Telex customers are entitled to emergency service, 
with attention to faults being given at any hour of the day.

Other Reports
Fault reports from Telex switchboard operators, or from distant 
exchanges, are agam received at the Telex-faults position, and the 
fault is dealt with in a similar way to a customer’s complaint.. A 
reference, or dip, number is normally given to the person reporting 
the fault so that a check can be made if the fault is not cleared 
qui ky.

Exchange Alarms
Bell and lamp signals are provided in exchanges to indicate blown 
fuses or equipment faults such as selectors that fail to release. The 
fault is located by following the floor, gangway and rack lamps leading 
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to the component causing the alarm. Alarms are classified as urgent or 
non-urgent (prompt and deferred respectively). Urgent-alarm condi
tions are extended to the nearest manned telephone or Tefex exchange 
during off-duty hours, and justify the calling-out of an emergency 
fault officer.

Routine's and Testers
A variety of testers are used in Telex exchanges. A manual tester 
applies tests as its operator throws the keys; if a test fails, the operator 
writes a fault docket and either attends to the fault himself or circulates 
the docket to the maintenance officer responsible for the section. A 
semi-automatic tester automatically performs a cycle of tests on a 
selectol■ when the start key is operated. If a fault is found, the tester 
stops and a lamp lights to indicate the test that has failed. As before, 
the operator writes and circulates a fault docket. A fully-automatic 
routiner automatically tests selectors in sequence, and prints a fault 
docket if an irregularity is discovered. In all cases, the fault dockets 
are numbered and a record card kept to show the faults reported on 
each piece of equipment.

Routine Inspections and Patrols
Equipment is inspected regularly by patrolling officers who clean, 
inspect and overhaul selectors. Faults are recorded on dockets.

Hold and Trace
Occasionally, a call that has failed may be held and traced through 
the switching equipment until the faulty selector is found. The train 
of selectors is then released and the faulty selector busied and noted 
for future attention.

SpitcialllFaidl Investigation
A close check is kept on the records of each Telex circuit so that 
recurring faults, faults of long duration and frequent faults can be 
made the subject of a special investigation.

Q 2 Describe briefly how a Telex subsitriber is charge/ for
(a) a local call through an automatic exchange,
(b) a matmaHy-eonnected international-cable call,
(c) an international call using an error-corrected radio circuit, and
(d) an international call using automatic ticketing equipment.

A 2 (a) See A4, Telegraphy C, 1971, Supplemem, Vol. 65, p. 35, 
July 19712.

(b) When a call is received on an international-cable portion, the 
service signal London switchboard is transmitted to the calling 
subscriber to indicate that teleprinter signals can be exchanged be
tween the caller and the operator. The operator records the calling
subscriber’s identity on a ticket, together with the called-subscriber’s 
numb«. The operator selects the called subscriber and, when the 
caII-comtec/ed signal is received, the operator is able to call for the 
answer-back code from the calling subscriber and the called subscriber 
in turn. The 2 sets of answer-back codes are received by the operator 
and the respective distant subscriber, the teleprinter signals from the 
caller being printed in black on the operator’s teieprinter and the 
signals from the called subscriber being printed in red.

The operator checks that the correct connexion has been made and 
operates a disconnect key to put the 2 stations in contact. The 
operation of this key also starts a counter-type clock assodated with 
the connecting circuit. The clock operates to meter pulses at 6 s 
intervals up to 999-9 min. The operator’s position is now free to 
attend to further calls.

The connexion can be cleared by either subscriber or by the operator. 
Whichever party clears, the timing clock stops on receipt of a clear 
signal. When a cleared lamp glows, the operator notes the elapsed 
time from the clock and enters this on the charging ticket. The opera
tion of a clear key clears the connexion and resets the clock to 
999-9 min, ready for the next call.

(c) International calls over error-corrected radio circuits are 
controlled by operators using positions in a radio suite. Each posstion 
is designed for 2 calls only to be handled simultaneously, and 2 
teleprinter receivers are provided so that each call can be monitored 
continuously under difficult radio conditions. The calls are set up in a 
similar way to a cable call, except that the clock is controlled by pulses 
dependent on the avaiiability of the radio channel. Radio circuits 
normally operate with automatic error-correcting equipment which 
ensures that messages are unmutilated by retransmitting characters 
that have been incorrectly received at the distant terminal. Circuit 
time occupied by retransmission is not charged for, and the timing of 
each caU is based on one nominal 6 s pulse for each 41 characters that 
are, or could be, sent over the radio circuit. The cal ticket is com
pleted by the operator at the conclusion of the call to include the time 
recorded. Completed tickets are ins«ted in a chute to a compartment 
at the rear of the console for collection, pricing and billing.
6 8

gt? See A4, Telegraphy C, 1972, Supplement, Vol. 66, p. 55, Oct. 
1973.

Q 3 (a) What is the relationship between the frequency bandwidth 
and the band-speedof teleprinter signals?

(b) With the aid of a component diagram and a frequencylattenuation 
graph, explain the operation of

(1) a low-pass filter suitable for preventing d.c. telegraph signals 
causing interfeeence in adjacent pairs in a telephone cable, and

(ii) a band-pass filter suitable for use in a multi-ehaimel-voice- 
frequency transmission system.

Q 4 (a) Using timing diagrams, explain the difference between start
stop and isochronous distortion measurements.

(b) Describe the dlfference in the principles of design of distortion
measuring sets suitable for measuring each type of distortion.

(c) What is the standard test message for voice-frequency telegraph 
channels, and why has it been chosen ?

A 4 (a) Start-stop signal distortion is measured as the maximum 
difference between the actual and theoretic! intervals separatinnany 
characteristic instant from the beginning of the start element im- 
mediatdy preceding it, expressed as a percentage of the duration of a 
unit dement. Sketch (a) shows an example of a distorted start-stop 
character. ft can be seen that the maximum diference, x miliseconds, 
occurs at the beginning of the second code-element, and that 
x = ti — t2, where t] is the theoretical interval separating the begin
ning of the second code-element from the beginning of the s/rn7 
element (ms), and 1 is the actual interval (ms). Hence, the start-stop 
diltotion

= Tx oo^if’x 100%,
where T is the duration of a unit element (ms). In this example, the 
start-stop distortion .

_40!(r6x 1°0% = 2°%-

START CUDit STOP
ELEMENT ELEMENTS ELEMENT

THEORETICAL INTERVALS

D'STURTED SIGNAL

■ b:

Isochronous distortion is measured as the sum of the differences 
between each of the earliest and latest transitions and their respective 
ideal transitions, expressed as a percentage of the duration of a unit 
element. Sketch (b) shows an example of a distorted isochronous 
sign!. The vertical dashed lines represent the ideal transitions, spaced 
20 ms apart. It can be seen that 1 is the difference between the earliest 
transition and the latest transition (ms), and t; is the difference 
between the respective associated idea transitions (ms). Hence, the 
sum of the differences between each of the earliest and latest transitions 
and their respective ideal transitions is given by (3 — milliseconds. 
Therefore, in this example, isochronous distortion

= f^f X 100%,

'°-20- X W0% = 40%.

(b) A telegraph-distortion measuring set is used to determine the 
amount of distortion present in a telegraph signal. The set consists of a 
cathode-ray tube with control circuits, such that the transitions, or 
instants of modulation, are displayed as bright dots on the face of the 
tube.

For start-stop working, an osdilator is heto inoperative until the 
leading edge of a start element is recdved. The osdilator controls a 
time hue which causes the beam to scan the face of the tube in a 
diminishing spiral, with each revolution taking 20 ms, starting at the 
top centre. Transitions occurring during the character cause a bright 
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spot to be displayed at the instant the transition is received. If the 
signals are without distortion, the dots are displayed vertically beneath 
the start dot. Sketch (c) illustrates a display of alternate mark and 
space signals having start-stop distortion.

For the measurement of isochronous distortion, each transition 
causes a bright spot to appear on a circular trace. The oscillator is 
free-running, and is manually adjusted so that one revolution of the 
trace is equal to one signal element (20 ms for 50 baud circuits), If 
the incoming signals are undistorted, they arrive at the same time in 
each revoOution, or multiple of a revolution, and the flashes always 
occur at the same position on the screen. If the signals are distorted, 
the distance between the earliest and latest transition is a measure of 
the isochronous distortion, as illustrated in sketch ((1). In practice, 
the time-base rate is adjusted to match the speed of the incoming 
signal as closely as possible, so that the display remains stationary, 
although the dots vary in postion,

(c) The standard test message for voice-frequency telegraph channels 
is the Q95 signal which consists of the characters letter shift, S 
carriage return, line feed, Q, figure dnft, space, 9 transmitted in that 
order, Each character consists of 7 elements, the stop element being 
the length of one character element. The message is sent at cadence 
speed, and successive messages follow each other without a break, 
This message has been chosen because it contains a wide variety of 
combinations of long and short positive and negative pulses, as 
illustrated in sketch (e), which ensure that the channel is adequate:/ 
tested,

Q 5 (a) With the aid of block diagrams, describe the routing of a 
message through

(i) a manual message-relay centre, and
(ii) an automatic messagte-relay centre.

(b) How would a multi-address message be processed in each type of 
centre 7

A 5 (a) (i) The sketch illustrates the routing of a message through a 
manual message-relay centre. The incoming message is received on a 
printing reperforator, which perforates a tape according to the in
coming signals and prints the message on the tape. The message 
normally bears a heading which'includes the desttntation address and a 
serial number particular to the circuit. The operator checks the serial 
number, usually by means of a tick sheet, to verify that no message has 
been lost. The message is then torn from the tape and carried across 
the office to the automatic transmitter serving the outgoing circuit. 
If the required channel is in use, the tape is left in a tape-storage rack 
for transmission when the circuit is free. Monitoring teleprinters give 
a record of all messages sent, so that lost or mutilated messages can 
be retransmitted on request.

(H) For the routing of a message through, and the processing of a 
multi-address message in, an automatic message-relay centre, see 
A7, Telegraphy C, 1971, Supplemen, Vol. 65, p, 36, July 1972.

(b) For multi-address or broadcast messages, a tape factory is used. 
This consists of an automatic transmitter feeding up to about 6 printing 
reperforators through a key-selectton panel, The message to be 
duplicated is placed in the transmitter and the appropriate number of 
keys operated to connect the printing reperforators, When the trans
mitter is started, the correct number of tapes is produced, and each of 
these is carried to the channee transmitter corresponding to one of the 
multi-address circuits, and is transmitted as a normaa single-address 
message.

Q 6 (a) Draw a circuit diagram, and describe the operation of, a 
200-outletgioitm seleccor when hunting rotarily if, on the first rotary step,

(1) both outlets are engaged, and
(ii ) both outlets are free,
(b) Explain the facilities offered by the selector if all the outlets on a 

levee are engaged,

A 6 (a) (i) The sketch shows the circuit elements of a group se-ector 
used in rotary stepping, When vertical stepping has finished, relay 
CD releases, connecting earth potential to energize rotary magnet. 
RM through contacts B2 (operated), CD2, HAI, AH}, HB1, BH1, 
N2 (operated), and RM], When magnet RM operates, the wipers are 
moved to the first bank contacc; contact RMI also operates and 
disconnects magnet RM, If the first 2 outlets are engaged, earth 
potrntial is encountered on the first contacts of arcs P1 and P2, and 
relays AH and BH do not operate. Interaction between magnet RM 
and contact RMI causes the selector to step from the first contact to 
the second, and hunting continues until a free outlet is found,

(ii) If both contacts are free, a 550 Q resistive 50 V potential is 
present on the first contacts of arcs P) and P2, and relays AH and 
BH are energized. When relay AH operates, contact AHI disconnects 
the circuit of magnet RM and prevents further rotary movement In 
addition, this contact rffrctivrly disconnects relay BH by virtue of the 
resistance of relay HA, removes the short-circuit from relay HA, and 
short-circuits the 120 Q coil of relay AH, The connexion of earth 
potrntial through the 7 ii coil of relay AH guards the P-wire from 
seizure by another selector until relay HA has operated, as the redhead 
potrntial on the P-wire is then insufficient to allow a second testing 
relay to operate, After a short delay, relay HA operates to connect 
the send and receive wires to the next stage; contact HA1 connects a 
full earth potential to guard the P-wire and relrasr relay AH, To 
prevent relay HA releasing when contact B2 opens, contact HA1 
holds relay HA to the earth potrntial returned on the P-wire from the 
subsequent selector, when this has been seized,

Diode D1 acts as an aid to the prevention of double-switching, as 
its forward resistance when switched to a free outlet is 80 Q. If the 
outlet has already been seized and a 7 9 earth potential applied, the 
reduced current flowing through diode D1 increases its forward 
resistance to IkQ, thus preventing the operation of relay AH,

(b) If all the outlets on one level are engaged, the wipers step to the 
eeventii outlet, and the S-springs in the selector operate. A 550 Q 
resisSivc 50 V potential is connected to the eleventh contact on are 
P1, so that relay AH operates and prevents magnet RM from operating 
further. The S-springs operate an overflow meter, start the service -

6:9
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signal generator if necessary, connect a call-connected signal to the 
calling station to prepare for the reception of the service signal, and 
connect the service signal nc (no circuits) to the send wire for trans
mission to the calling station. The service signal is followed by positive 
potential, which acts as a clearing signal to release the cal. If the level 
were unallocated, the service signal np (no path) would be used.

Q 7 (a) Describe the methods of international Telex signaaling known 
as Type-A, Type-B and Type-C.

(b) Draw the trunking diagram of an international exchange, showing 
how an inland subscriber may gain access to internationaa routes.

A 7 (a) Sketch (a) shows the conventions recommended by the 
CCITT for Type-A and Type-B signalling. Type-A signalling requires 
the transmission of stop polarity on the backward path whilst the call 
is being set up. This permits teleprinter signals to be transmitted to the 
caller to indicate the progress of the call; for example, the register 
code or the called-subscriber’s answer-back code. The selection 
signals in the forward direction consist of teleprinter characters. 
These are suitable for register systems, since teleprinter characters are 
stored and translated as readily as dial pulses. The use of teleprinter 
signals for both directions of transmission whilst est-talolislhing a call 
facilitates the use of all types of synchronous multiplex systems.

LINE UNE

FROM CENTRE C

A: START POLARITY
2; STOP POLARITY
COT: CLASS-UFTRAFFIC SIGNAL
COTC: CLASS-TFTHAFFIC-CHECK SIGNAL
C: COMBINATION NUMBER: C20 = T, C26= 2. C22 = V.

C29 = LETTER SHIFT.
C32 = ALL SPACE ELEMENTS
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(a)

Selection signals for Type-B systems may consist of dial pulses or 
teleprinter signals. The use of dial pulses allows direct selection, where
by the dial pulses directly operate the selectors at the called exchange. 
The pulsed call-confirmation signal reduces the possibiilty of double
seizure or lock-up on bothway circuits.

t To eliminate disadvantages associated with Type-A and Type-B 
signalling, a standardized signalling system, known as Type-C has 
been adopted. Sketch (b) shows a typical exchange of signals via a 
transit centre during the establishment of a call usEng Type-C signaUlng. 
This system is a fast signalling system using teleprinter signals for all 
selection and supervisory purposes. Calling and selection signals ( CI
7 0
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consist of a group of characters, and are passed to the next exchange 
as soon as possible in the stage of the cal!, until the last tandem 
exchange is reached. The free-line condition is sort (space) polarity in 
both directions of transmission. The calling signal consists of an 
inversion to stop (mark) polarity for 150-300 ms followed by 2 
successive character combinations No. 20 (letter T) and the selection 
signals. The class-of-trafiic signal indicates the speed of transmission, 
the type of cal and whether the cal has been subject to alternative 
routing. The class-oo-traffic-check signal is merely the complement of 
the class-oo-traffic signal in having each of the 5 code elements reversed 
in polarity. The destination code and subscriber’s number are limited 
to a total of 12 characters to ensure that fast forward switching begins 
as soon as enough digits have been received to determine the route. 
The reception-confirmotion signal consists of inversion of the back
ward-path polarity for 450 ms followed by character combination 
No. 22 (letter V). Combination Nos. 29 (letter duff) and 32 (all space 
elements) together make up the transmiss¡flt-amfirmatifn signal which 
ensures that the transmission path is satisfactory, and this is followed 
by the register-code signals.

Alternative backward-path signals can be transmitted to indicate 
transmissson failure, register congestion or dual seizure.

(b) Sketch (c) shows the trunking diagram of an international 
exchange.

Q 8 (a) Describe the formation of an error-detecting code suitable 
for use with Telex radio circuits.

(b) With the aid of a block diagram, describe the operation of equip
ment udng such a code as part of an error-correcting system.

Q 9 (a) List the service signals which are provided in a Telex exchange, 
and explain the meaning of each.

(h) From which items of switching equipment is each service sigtud 
connected to the line 7

(c) With the aid of a circuit diagram, describe how the service signals 
are distributed, explaining the precautions taken to preven overloading 
of the Signal generator.

A 9 (a) and (b) The service signals provided in a Telex exchange, 
and the equipment that connects the signals to line, are shown in 
the table.

Signal Meaning Connected By

occ Subscriber engaged Group selector, 
final selector or 
time-zone equipment

NC Trunk engaged Group selector

NP Spare line or levee Group selector or 
time-zone equipment

DER Subscriber’s line 
faulty

Time-zone equipment

ABS Station closed Find selector or 
time-zone equipment

MOM Wait Switchboard or 
service levels

WRU Who are you ? 
(request for answer
back code)

Time-zone equipment

(c) The sketch shows the service-s-gnal distribution circuit. The 
service signals are fed from the generator to the grid circuit of the 
double-triode valve; the input impedance of this circuit is high to prevent 
an excessive current drain on the generator. The + 32 V input signals, 
reduced to +21 V by the potential divider formed by resistors R1, R2 
and R3, are'opplied to the left-hand grid of the valve. The right-hand 
grid is maintained at earth potential via resistor R4. When the input 
signal is —21 V, the right-hand triode conducts, energizes the right
hand coil of relay D, and contact D1 connects —80 V to the output. 
When the input signal is +21 V, the left-hand triode conducts, relay 
D changes over, and contact D1 connects +80 V to the output.

In the output circuit, the spark-quench circuit, comprising resistor 
R5 and capacitor C1, is provided to prevent excessive sparking which 
would damage contact D1. This contact feeds up to 40 lines. The 
filter acts as a radio-frequency suppressor.

Bulb resîstors (not shown) are provided in each output lead to limit 
the current under fault conditions.

Q 10 (a) With the aid of sketches, describe the operation of a phofo- 
telegraph receiver.

(b What changes must be made to the receiver when receiving a 
picture in the form of a print as compared with the receipt of a negative 7

(c) How is the receivedpicture affected if the transmitter and receiver 
are not in synchronism .

A 10 (a) Sketch (a) shows the optical system of a photo-telegraph 
receiver. A light beam is focused on light-sensitive paper mounted on a 
drum, as the drum is rotated and moved laterally by a lead screw. 
The light beam traces a spiral path over the surface of the drum in 
synchronism with the transmitter, which applies signals to line depend
ing on the tonal quality of the picture to be transmitted. At the receiveer 
the varying current is applied to an fscillfgraph which consists of a 
tensioned loop of fine wire suspended in a magnetic field. The current 
causes the fsciilfgraph to move depending on the value of the current, 
and a mirror attached to the movement reflects the light from the 
lamp. The reflected beam is directed through a specially-shaped tone
control aperture which limits the amount of light allowed to fall on 
the drum.

(TONE CONTROL)

( o)

(b) Two different shapes of tfne-control aperture are used, one 
for postive or print reception, and the other for negative reception. 
The 2 shapes are illustrated in sketch (h), and arise because the 
reaction of the emulsion used for the light-sensitive paper bears a 
logarithmic relationship to the light exposure. If the minimum received 
current represents black, and a print is required, then the minimum 
current signal must represent maximum light passmg the aperture. 
With this current applied to the fsciilfgropn, the mirror is moved so
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that the light beam fully illuminates the aperture. For maximum 
white current, the mirror is deflected so that the light beam com
pletely misses the aperture. For negative reception, these conditions 
are reversed. Sketch (b) shows the positions of the light beam for each 
case.

POSITIVE RECEPTION NEGATIVE RECEPTION

(b)

(c) Sketches (c)-Tg) illustrate the effects of the transmitter and 
receiver not being in synchronism.

DIRECTIONS 0F SCANNING

(C) (d (e) ff) (g)

Sketch (c) shows the original picture. The effect of a constant speed
error between the transmitter and receiver is .shown in sketch (d). 
Incorrect phasing (that is, the transmitting and receiving scanners not 
being in the same relative position with regal'd to the picture and the 
recording blank) leads to a split reproduction, as shown in sketch (e). 
The effect of an incorrect index of co-operation is shown in sketches 
(f) and (g). The index of co-operation is the ratio of the length to the 
breadth of the picture, and should be the same at the transmitter and 
receiver. Sketch (f) shows the effect when the index of co-operation 
of the receiver is less than that of the transmitter, and sketch (g) 
shows the effect when it is greater.

MATHEMATICS C, 1974
Students were expected to answer any 6 questions

Q 1 Solve for z, to slide-rule acciwacy, the simultaneous equations: 
3-2x - 7‘8y + 1-22= 5-2, 

I-8x - 372 = 7-1,

5-2x + I-Sy - 1'22 = 3-9.

Al Answer: z = — ¡6224.

Q 2 For the network shown in Fig. 1, the open-circuit impedance, Zoc, 
and the short-ccrcuit impedance, Zsc, aregiven by the equations

11 „ .. 1 - and IL^.,!.T 2Zz + zfim and zg zZ2+Zi
(a) If202 = Zochc, show that

i_L + _L.
Zo2 4Z.22'2—22

(b) When 2— _ 1/jcoC and Z2 = joiL, show that
(i) 2o is real if 2oo > I/x/(LC), and

(ii ) as co approaches infinity, Zo approaches the value V(L/C).

Fig. 1

A 2 (a) Now, ZZ = ZoCZsc.. 1 i 1 
7-02 ZOoo Zsc

Substituting for \/Zoc and l/Zsc gives

When Z1 = HjmC and Z2 = jcoL, 

Zo—r~- ’
latc-4^ 
4 4tZL 

1 - 4WZ.C’ 

__ 4wZL .. 
4wZLC - 1

ZwL
Zo _ V4WZLC - 1) ■

For 2o to be real, the denominator must be reaf Hence, 
4w2LC> 1.

.-. 4o2 >LC-

■■ 2w>—(Lc QED.

(//) From part (b) (i), 
z _ 2wL 
Zo” V(4w2L<c - 1)

As co approaches infinity, the term 4w2LC also approaches infinity. 
Hence, 4w2LC > 1, and the expressson becomes

z ZwL
° - V(4w2LC)’

= V(L/C). QED.

Q 3 (a) Expand (I + x)-—/2 by the binomial series asfar as the term 
in x4, and give the (r + 1)th term in this expansion.

(b) The period of osdilation, T, of a mass, m, suspended by a heHcal 
spring of stijfiess s. isgiven by the formula T _ kV(m/s), where k is a 
constant. Using the expansion obtaiiuie-in part (a), or otherwise, find, 
to 2 significant figures, the percentage error in calculating T if there is a 
+8-0% error in estimating s.

(b) (1) From part (a),

( Zi+ZZz+ZZZ'X fZ +Z2Z
V ZZz(Z,+ZZz) A ZZ2Z1 )
Z1+4Z2 
4Z1Z.2 ’

I 1TZZ2/.Z2 QED.

Zfl Z =
4Z1Z.Z 

—---------- C—- •

Z1-4ZIZ

A 3 (a) From the binomial series,

(, + x)-U”..1-7, + LJ2)rZBiZ - ( rx %)- %x3 
1x2x3

- 1 32.3%
x 3xz (3 x 5)x3 
2 22 x 21 23 x 3!

, (3 x 5 x 7)x<+ ~z4:z3-“F--"
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'iX ^-^J^-
T i 2+8 16 + 128 ' "

The (r + 1)th term of the expansion is

3>5><.-.X(2r -))x'
( 1 X 2 X r! '

(b T=s/(g)‘
If T’ is the calculated value of T when there is a +80% error in 

the value of s, then

■/-M©-

where s' is the estimated value of s, and is given by
, 8

s t + mS-
-- T ‘{FJ! MSD'™' °.°8’“B

From part (a).

(1 + 0-08)’1'2 :1 - ~ +
3/^2 

8

= 1 - 0-04 ~ 0-0024 - .. ., 

g 0-9624.

.-. T' = 0-9624T.

Thus, percentage error in calculating T
T' — T# T# T X 100%,

= ^-l)xW0%.
= (0-9924 - 1) X 100%,

= —3-8% t0 2 significant figures.

Q 4 (a) By sketching a graph or graphs, show that there is only one 
root of the equation •

8e~2x — 3x = 2.

(b) By enlargement, or otherwise, find this root approximately, giving 
its value to 2 significant figures.

A 4 (a) Now, 8e*2x — 3x = 2,
or 8e“2x % 3x + 2.

Any re! roots of the equation 8e_2x — 3x = 2 will be given by the 
intersection of the graphs of y = 3e 29 and y = 3x + 2.

When x = 0, the value of 8eAx is 8, and that of 3x + 2 is 2. When 
x = 1, the value of 8e~2x falls to approximately unity, whereas that 
of 3x + 2 becomes 5. Thus, it is apparent that the graphs will intersect 
between x = 0 andx = ).

Therefore, the graphs are plotted from the following table and are 
shown in sketch (a).

X' o 0-5 1

e~zx 1 0-3979 0-1353

y = 8e2x 8 2-94 1-03

y = 3x + 2 2 3-5 5

whereas 3x + 2 decreases linearly towards -0co. Hence, the graphs 
cannot Intersect below x 2 0-45. As x increases above 045, e_zx -> 0 
and, hence, the graph of y = 8e2x becomes asymptotic to the x axis.

(a)

Sinceo = 3x + 2 increases linearly, the graphs do not intersect above 
x = 0-45.

Hence, there is only one real root of the equation 8e-2x — 3x = 2.
(A) The root of the equation is more accurately found by drawing 

an enlargement of the graphs over the range, say, x = 0-4 to x = 0-5. 
The graphs are plotted from the following table and are shown in 
sketch (b).

X 0-4 0-45 0-5

e-2x 0-4493 0-4099 0-3979

y = 8e-2x 3-5949 3-2529 2-9430

y = 3x + 2 3-2 3-35 3-5

From sketch (b), it can be seen that the graphs intersect at x = 0-44. 
Thus, the root of the equation is x = 0-44, to 2 significant figures.

Note: In sketch (b), the plotted points of the curve y = 8e“2x are 
joined by straight lines because the actual departure of the curve from 
linearity over such a restricted range is very small.

Q 5 (a) Convert the Cartesian equation of the curve

x2 + y2 = 4x
Into an equation in po/ar co-ordinates, taking the origin, O, of the 
Cartesian system to be the pole and the x-axis to be the initial line 
6 = 0.

(b) If A is the point on the curve where 0 = 0, and P is any other pain 
on the curve, show that LOPA = 90°.

(c) Sketch the curve and name it.
(rf) Shaw that, at P,

' ertT
From sketch (a), it can be seen that the graphs intersect at about 

x = 0-45. Thus, the equation 8e“2x — 3x = 2 has a reaa root at 
x ~0-45.

As x decreases below zero, 8e-2x becomes increasingly large, 

A 5 (a) If any point, P, on a curve has Cartesian co-ordinates x,y 
and polar co-ordinates r,0, then x = r cos 0 and y = r sin 6, as 
illustrated in sketch (a).

.3
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Hence, substituting polar for Cartesian co-ordinates in the equation 
X2 + y2 = 4x gives

r2 cos2 6 + r2 sin2 6 = 4r cos 6.

■ .'. r3(cos2 6 + sin2 6) = 4r cos 6.

,‘. r2 = 41' cos 6,

.'. r = 4oos 6.

(b) With reference to sketch (a), if the line PD is drawn perpendicular 
io the x-axis, then

OD = x = c cos O and PD = y = s sin 0.
In triangle OPD, LOPD and 6 are complementary and, hence, 

tan LOPD = cot 6
Also, in triangle PAD,

. _ _ pn 
tan/PAD =PD’

since, when 6 = 0, OA = 4 cos 6 = 4,
Therefore, substituting for x and y gives

»IV '' s!n 6 tan / PAD = m--------- 4 — r cos 0
r tin 6

_4 ■ 4cos2 6i
since r = 4 cos 6, 

r sin 6
4sin2 6’

since 1 — cos2 6 = sin2 6,
_ 4 cos 6 tin 6
# 4 sin2 6 5

= cot 6 = tan /.OPD,
Therefore, /PAD. = LOPD, and triangles OPD and FDA are 

similar,
A LOPA = / PDO = 90°, QED.

(c) The curve is shown in sketch (b), and is a circle.
(d) Since P is any point on the curve, at P, 

r = 4 cos 6. 

.dr . . - .. 3,= — 4 sin 6. dp

. dZr a a- dBZ.^cos6

• ‘- fl2 ’’= -4ccs6 + 4ccs0 = 0. QED.

Q 6 (a) State, without proof, the expansions of sin (A + B) and 
cos (A + B) in terms of the trigcncmetr¡cal ratios of angles A and B.

(b) Prove that sin 36 = 3 sin 6 — 4 sin3 6.
(c) Sketch the waveform v = 5 cos wt — 2 cos 3 nut from t =

— ■r/w ro 1= + w/to. Calculate the peak value of this waveform.

A 6 (a) sin (A + B) = sinA cosB + cosA sinB, 

and cos (A + B) = cos A cos B — sin A sin B.

(b) tin 36 = sin (6 + 26),

= sin 6 cos 26 + cos 6 tin 26.

But cos 26 = cos2 6 — sin2 6,

= 1 - 2 sin2 6,

and sin 26 = 2 sin 6 cos 6.

.‘. sin36 = sin 0(1— 2sin26) + cos0x2sinOccsO,
= sin 6 — 2sin30 + 2sinccos20,

= sin6 — 2sin30 + 2sin6(l — sm2 6),
= sin6 — Ssin30 + 2sinn — 2sin3 6,

= 3 tin 6 — 4 sin3 6. QED.

(c) The waveform v = S cos wt — 2 cos 3wr comprises 2 com
ponents, one of frequency oo/2.tt and the other of 3w/277r The waveform 
can most easiiy be drawn by separately sketching the 2 cosine curves, 
vi = S cos wt and v; — 2 cos Scot, and subtracting values of 112 from 
the corresponding values of 0. for the same values of time to obtain 
the resuutant curve, n.

The 3 curves are shown in the sketch, from which it is seen that 
one complete period of an occurs between t = — w/w and +it/w 
whereas the curve of «2, being 3 times the frequency of 12 has 3 
complete periods. The curve of the resultant, v, has the same frequency 
as 10. since the amplitude of 0 is greater than that of v2.

Note: Although the curves shown are drawn accurately, students 
would be expected to produce only a freehand sketch, provided that 
the salient features were evident.

Now, 7 2 5 cos wt — 2 cos Scot.

.du , ..•. 3- 2 — 5w sin out + 6w sin 3am dr

For maximum or minimum values of v, dv/dt = 0.

A 5w sin out = 6 to tin 3wt.

But, from part (b), sin 3wt = 3 tin wt — 4 sin3 wt.

A 5 sin cat = 6 (3 sin wt — 4 sin3 wt).

.‘. 13 tin cor = 24 sin3 wt.

.'. tin w! = 0,

or, dividing by sin wt, 

■ , t 13 sm2 wt = 24’

whence sin wt = ±0-7360.
A wt = ±47° 23' or +132“ 36'.

Hence, the peak value of the waveform is given by

vpeak = 5 cos 47° 23’ H 2 cos (3 X 47° 23'),

= 5 x 0-6771 - 2 x (—0-7896),

= 4-9647.
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Q 7 (a) Differentiate the function

2x + 5 
y~(x-3f

and simplify the result.
(b) If y = loge (cos x _ sin x),
(1' state the range ofx, within the limits —tr/2 < x < 772, for which 

y is real, and
(ii) show that dy/dx = —(sec 2x + tan 2x).
(6) Find the maximum and minimum values of y = x2e “ix, and 

sketch the graph of thisfunction.

. „ r \ . 2x + 5
A7 (a ), = ——-3:3’

, dy = (x - 3)3 x 2 - (2x M) * > < (x - 3)2
‘ ' dx — (x — 3)6 ’

2(x - 3) -3(2- + 5
(x - 3)4 ’

4x + 21 
“ (x - 34’

(b) (i) The logarithm of a negative number is a complex quantity 
and, hence, y is real only when cos x > sin x.

When —-r/2 < x < 0, cos x is positive and sin x is negative. 
Hence, cos x > sin x in this range.

When 0 < x < 712, cos x decreases from unity to zero at x = 772, 
whereas sin x increases from zero to unity at x = 7/2. Hence, in this 
range, cos x > sin x up to the point where cos x = sin x; that is, 
where tan x = 1, or x = 774.

Therefore, the range of x for which y is real is from -7 7/2 to +7/4.

(ii) y = loge (cos x — sin x).

• d) - 1 x d(cos x - sin x)
■ ' dx cos x — sin x dx

sin x + cos x =-------------------;----  .
cos x — sm x

C, 1974 (continued)

= 2e-Zx(1 - 2x) + (x - x2)(-4e-2x),

= 26-29(0 - 2x - 2x + 2x2),

= 2e-Zx(1 - 4x + 2x2).

When x = 0, d2y/dx2 = 2 and is positive. Hence, a minimum point 
must occur.

When x = 1, dZy/dx2 = —2/e2 and is negative. Hence, a maximum 
point must occur.

Therefore, when x = 0, jm» = 0, and when x = 1, J’max = e-2 
= 0-1353. -

The graph of the function is shown in the sketch, and is derived 
from the following table.

X -0-5 -01 0 1 2 3 4

X2 0-25 001 0 1 4 9 16

e-2r 2-7183 1-2214 1 0-1353 0-0183 0-0025 04)003

y =
x2e -29 0-6796 003)22 0 0-1353 0-0733 0-0223 0-00551

The right-hand side of the derivative given in the question 
= — (sec 2x + tan 2x), 

(1 sin2x\
cos 2x cos 2x) ’

_1-2-sn xcosx
cos2 x — sin2 x

sin2 x + cos2 x + 2 sin x cos x
c0-2 x — sin2x

Q 8 (d) Evaluate

(sin x + cos x)2
(cos x — sin x)(cos x + sin x)’
sin x + cos x
cos x — sin x

(b) Find the r.m.s. value of y = cos x from x = 0 to x = 27)3.

= equation (1) above. QeD.

(c) y = x2e_2x.

• dy = v2X dc Z " dx x dx
+ e-x x d(p, 

dx
= - Mrke-2’c + 2xe-2x, 
= 2e-2x(x — x2).

For maximum or minimum values, dy/dx = 0. 
.'• 26-2x(x - x2) = 0.

.’. e_22 = 0 or x — x2 = 0.
For e Zx to be zero, x -> 00 and no maxima or minima can occur.
ff x - x2 = 0, 

then x = x2.
.'. x = 0 or 1.

Also, fl^ - 2e-2x x d(x . -5 + (x _ x2) x diZdxZX?,
dx2 dx dx

A 8 (a) (i) J3e-2xdx= -||e-2rj\

3 ..= - -(e-2 - e0), 

3„ ...= -.o-BS. - D,

= % X 0-8647, 

= 1-297.

,-a fsin (w/+ ^/6)171/261m )3oSçwr+-66%=_—^2 .
= L/Sjn — sin?V )){s (2 6) 6}

=irv3_i\6 3 2)
0-366
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Í(az2 + bx — c)dx, 
-7.

1X3 2x3/2 -143.3 +3/2 ogexfi
= %66 4-4 x 8 + 31oge4 

-(1+4 + 3 lOÊe 1)},
= %(91+-10ge4),

= .>■3 + 1'3863
= 31-720 to 3 decimal places.

(b) If y — cos x the mean value of y2 2rom x = 0to x = 21//3

3c“”, dI cos2 x dx
_ J 0_______
- £'1 ’

3
- 2n/3

■ ¿J (^b’
J 0

since cos 2x = 2 cos2 x — 1,
3 r , sin 2x-|2n/3

- 4++-2H° 5
- 4/^^-©t0)}-

in- _ b/3'\ 
“ 477 VT 4 )

= 0 ^-3X1/3’
16_

= 0-5 - 0-1034,

= 0-3966.

.'. yr,m.s. = V039966,
= 0-6298.

Q 9 (a) Three ordinates, yi, y; and y;, are eqtudly spaced a distance 
1 apart as shown in Fig. 2. Tkknig the y; ordinate as the y-axis, a 
parabola, y = ax2 + bx + c, is drawn to pass t/nough points A, B and 
C. Prove that the area bounded by ordinatee yr and y;, the x-axis 
and this parabola is given by the expression

/0i + 4y2 + ya).

(b) Use Simpson’s rule with 5 ordinates to evaluate the integral
- r/3 

tan x dx.
J 0

Check your restdl by exact integration.

A 9 (a) The parabola y — ax2 + bx + c is shown in sketch (a), 
with the y; ordinate as the y-axis. The abscissa corresponding to 
ordinateyj is then —h, and that corresponding to ordinatey3 is +h.

The area under the curve between ordinates 51 and y3
76

ah2 , bh2 , , f ah2 , bh2 A= 7—--2~ + C- (- — + —— i )
(D

Substituting the co-ordinates of points A, B and C respectively into 
the equation y = ax2 + bx + c gives the following 3 equations:

Yi = ah - bh + c, ......... (2)

y = C ..........(3)
and ys = ab- + bh + c. .........  (4)

Subtracting equation (2) from equation (4) gives 

3b — yi — 2bh.

■ h FJ ~ Fl
■ ■ b-y-2Tr’ .........  (5)

Substiiuttng for b and c, from equations (5) and (3) respectivelei in 
equation (2) gives

J“ °"2 - y32-JL1+r'2.

e/d=3-- yi+^.

■ '■ a = /20r - 2)2 + J)- .........  (6)

Substituting for a and c, from equations (6) and (3) respecctvely, 
in equation (1) gives the area under the curve

2h \ . „ . , , , .
T X2h2,21 1” 2y +ya) + 2y2.h,

— 310’1 - 2-3'2 + Y3 + 63'2),

— 3'01 + 4y2 + ya). QED.

c 7/3
(b) The integral [tan x dx gives the area under the curvey — tanx 

between the limits x - 0 and x = 77/3 rad (60°. ,
The ese of n ordtnatcsrequ.res the divi69u of 60 into 4 equa1 

intervals of 15° The careespondims vaeues of tan x for each ordinate, 
obtained from a table of tangents, are given in the following table.

tan x

15 30 45 60

0-2679 0-5774 I-0000 1-7321

The curve is shown in sketch (b).

Simpson's rule states that the area under a curve is given by

% (width of an interval) X [(sum of the first and last ordinates) 
+ 2(sum of the remaining odd ordinates)

+ 4 (sum of the even ordmates)].
■ .

Using the tabulated values for the curve in sketch (b) gives the area 
under the curve between x — 0 and x — 60° as



MATHEMATICS C, 1974 (continued)
1 1 771 X4 X 1 X {0 +1'7321 + 2 X 0-5774 

+ 4(0-2679 + 1-0000)},

= —x 7-9585 = 0-6945. Jo
r 5/3

Hence, by Simpson’s rule, J tan x dx = 0‘ 6945.
Jo___________

Also, by calculation,

— f“/3 d(cos 1)
” J0 cos x a

r . 1113
= [_— loge cos xj *

= — !oge0-5 + loge 1
= 0-6931.

The approximate result obtained by Simpson’s rule closely agrees 
with the calculated result, the error being approximately 0-2%.

Q 10 (a) Explain, with the aid of a complex plane diagram, why a 
complex number has 2 distinct square roots.

(b) Convert to polarform each of the complex expressions (R + ja>L) 
and (G + JtiiC). Hence, express 1/{(R + jmLKG + jtaC)} in the polar 
form a + fl.

(c) If w = 104 r = 44, l = 12 x 10-J, C = 0-048 x 10-6 and 
G is negligible, calculate o and f3, given that 0 is positive.

A 10 (a) In the sketch, if P represents the complex number 
2 = a + jb, then, in polar form, the modulus, r, and argument, 0, 
of z are given by

" = V(a2 + b2) and 0 = tan-g.
Hence, v^LL) = iV(r)/0/2.

The positive root, y/(r190%, is represented in the sketch by point Q. 
The second root can be expressed as

#094011) = (’¿m) X W/om/Z} = «(>•)/0/2 + w
since — 1 = 1 Am

The second root is, therefore, represented by point R, where 
OQ = OR. turned through 7 radians from 0Q. This can be verified 
by squaring; thus,

{vCO/G/Z + 7}2 = r/0 + 277 = r49.
Therefore, a complex number has 2 distinct square roots whose 

moduti are equal, but whose arguments differ by 7 radians.
(b) (R + jj) = V(R  + aZLty/tan (wL/R),2

and (G + ituG) = 1/(G2 4- w2C2)/tai"» (wC/G).

¡/{(R +iwL)(G +iruC)} = {[V(R2 + wlL/m (wL/R)]

X [V(G2 + w2C2) /ain-1 wC//G)]}i/2

= MIRi + w2L2)(Gz + w2C2)]/tan-iwL/R) + tan1i(wC,/G}}t/2.

......... (1)
Let Z = V{(R + jmL)(G + iwG)} = 0+ jfl............... (2)

Then, |Z| = ¡/(«2 + 02),
= (4/{(R2 + ML2)(G2 + w2C2)} from equation (1).

.•. a2+ 32= V{(R2 + wZL2)(G2 + C0CO)}. .........  (3)

But, squaring equatton (2) gives

a + 2jocfi - fl = RG- wZLC + j(wLG + wCR)................... (4)

Equating the real terms on each side of equation (4) gives
at2 - [32 = Ri - wZLC. .............. (5)

Adding equations (3) and (5) gives
2a2 = ¡/{(R2 + m2D)(G2 + 0}2C2)} + RG - wZLC.

. a _ l_y{(R2 + w2L2)(Gz + w2C2)} + RG - wZLC 

~. (6) 
Subtracting equation (5) from equation (3) gives

282 = \/{(R2 + w2L2)(G2 + w2C2)} - (RG - wZLC).

. { jV-RV + sZVM<L + <PCZ)} - (RG - szlCH

......... (7

Thus, Z = V{(R + io>L)(G + io)C)} is given in the form 0 + jfi by 
using the values for a and ,6 given in equations (6) and (7).

Note: The form a + j5 of a complex quantity is not the polar form as 
implied in the question. The polar form is ILO or r(cos 0 + j sin 0), 
although the latter is often called the trigonometric form. The form 
a + j[3 is sometimes catled the rectangutar form.

(c) It is convenient to evaluate the term

V{(R2 + 60L.2)(G2 + w2C)}

separately, since this occurs in each of the expressions for a and [3.
«MR2 + 6>0L2)(G2 + -0C0)} = wC/CR2 + wZLZ),

since G is-negligible,
2 104 x 0-048 x 10-6 x 1/(442 + 10s x I-22 X 10’6),

= 0-02189.
Hence,

(/0-21189 - 103 X 1-2 X 10-3 x 0-048 X D~%\01 ~\l ( 2 J ’

from equatt<on (6) and neglecting G,

= 0-08981 since a is positive.

Similarry,

[? _ ,(0102189 + 103 x 1-2 x 10-3 X 0-048 X 10-5

from equation (7) and neglecting G,

= 0-1176.
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LINE PLANT PRACTICE C, 1974

Students were expected to answer any 6 questions

Q 1 A beam, 7 m long, rests on supports at each end and carries a 
distributed load of 15 kN/m. An additional distributed load of 45 kN/m 
is carried over a distance of 4 m from the left-hand suppiort.

(a) Draw a ehear-force diagram of the loaded beam.
(b) Draw a bending-moment diagram of the loaded beam.
(c) Find the magnitude of the maximum bending moment.

A 1 The sketch shows the loaded beam with reactions RA and R3 
at points A and B respectively.

15kN/m

-S2-5kN

—18~57kN

181-07kN

BENDING
MOMENT 
DIAGRAM

SHEtH-FURCE 
DIAGRAM

100--93”

0

52-5W
5143kN

Now, the reactions at A and B due to the 15 kN/m load are given by
15x7

Ras = R1315 = —j— kN = 52-5 kN

and, considering the reactions at A and B due to the 45 kN/m load, 
Rbb4 s X = 44 x 4 x 2,

where RB4s is in kiloncwtone.
.'. Rb45 = 51-43 kN.

Thus, RMt5 =(45 x 4) - 51-43 kN 2 128-57kN.
Therefore, the total reactions at A and B are given by

Ra = 52-5 + I28-57kN = 181-07kN, 

and Rb = 52-5 + 51-43 kN = 103-93 kN.
(a) The shear force at any point is the alegebraic sum of all the 

perpendicular components of force acting on the beam either to the 
left or right of that point. By convention, shear force is considered to 
be positive when, in a horizontal beam, the right-hand portion tends 
to move upwards relative to the left-hand portion.

The shear-force diagrams for the 2 loads are shown separately in 
the sketch, which is not to scale. The resultant is shown dashed.

(b) and (c) The bending moment at any point is the algebraic sum 
of the moments about that point of all the forces applied to one side 
of the point. By convention, bending moments are considered to be 
positive when they cause the beam to sag.

Now, the maximum bending moment occurs when the shear force 
is zero, and the shear force is zero at 181-07/(45 + 15)m from A; 
that is, 3-02 m from A.

Therefore, the maximum bending moment

The bendmg-moment diagrams for the 2 loads are shown roughly 
in the sketch, with the' resuhanl shown dashed. The salient points are 
calculated as indicated bdow.

The maximum bending moment due to the 15 kN/m load occurs at 
the centre of the beam and is equal to

52-5 x 3-5 - 15 X 3-5 > 1-75 = 92kNm.
The bending moment at a point 4 m from A due to the 45 kN/m 

load
= 51-43 X 3 = 154-3 kNm,

and the diagram is linear to the right of this point.
The shear force due to the 45 kN/m load is zero at 128-57/45 = 

2-86 m from A. Therefore,the maximum bending moment due to the 
45 kN/m load occurs at this point, and is equal to

18-5-57X26 — ^4LX_2186^ x 2-86 = 183-7kNm.

Q 2 An aerial dish is mounted at a poin, A, on a supporting mast. 
Point B is vertically under point A at the base of the mast. Using 2 
survey points, C and D, on the ground, show how you would find the 
height AB using a theodolite which can be set at the same height as the 
base of the mast. It is only possible to measure the distance between 
points C and D.

A 2 The sketch illustrates the problem; it is not assumed that the 
base triangle is isosceles.

Measurement of the ground distance, CD, is carefuHy done by means 
of a steel tape. A theodolite is set up at postion C, and is carefully 
levelled with the vertical scale set at zero. With the horizontal scale 
set at zero, the instrument is sighted on point A and the inclination 
angle, a, read off the vertical scale, is recorded. A ranging rod is set 
up vertically at D, and a sight is taken on this, the horizontal angle, 6, 
bring read off the horizontal scale of the instrument.

The theodolite is then moved to postion D and levelled as before. 
By sighting first on A and then C, the angles 1 and [3 are measured.

Now, 4 = 180° - (0 + D,
and, by the sine rule,

CD = BC _ BD 
sin^ sin 8 sinO

• bc = CP sin' 1 me
and AB = BC tan «.

A check, using the calculated side BD and the angle if, is made to 
prove the -csuH:.

Since the theodohte can be set at the same height as point B, the 
height of the theodolite from the ground is i—elevann.

Q 3 (a) What is meant by the term economic percentage of Seel 
in a -eim'o-ced-concrete beam ?

(b) Calculate the economic percentage of steel in a -e¡nfottcd-tanc-ete 
beam using safe working stresses of steel and concrete of 140 MPa 
a/nd 7 MPa, rcepccttvcly, with a modidar ratio of 15.

= 181-07 x 3-02 - (60 X 3-02'
> 3-02kNm,

= 273-2kNm.

A 3 (a) In a reinforced-concrete beam where the stresses in both the 
steel and concrete have reached their maximum allowable values, the 
steel used is called the critical amount or, expressed as a percentage of 
the cross-sectional area of the beam, the economic percentage.
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(b) Let the beam’s cross-section be as shown in the sketch, where h 
is the depth of ihe neutral axis (m), d is the depth of ihe reinforcement 
(m), and b is the breadth of the beam (m). Then,

h 1

where fs is the stress in the steel (Pa), fc is the stress in the concrete 
(Pa), and m is the modular ratio.

, h_------------1----------- = 0-433 14x106 ' n3.
‘+7<10«x15

Now, the compressive force in the concrete above the neutral axis 
is equal to the total tensile force in the steel reinforcement.

Thus, HEN = f„4t,
where As is the area of the steri reinforcement (m2).

Now, the ratio, r, of the area of the steel reinforcement to the total 
area of the beam is given by

ifcbh=fsrbd.

. ,■ _fch
■ ’ ' 2fsd

7x10« xO-43
2< MOx 100 = 0-01075.

Therefore, the economic percentage of steel is approximately 1%.

Q 4 (a) Explain what is meant by corrosion interference in connexion 
with a cathodic-protection scheme.

(b) Describe measures which can be adopted to reduce corrosion
interference.

A 4 (a) Sketch (a) shows a cathodically-protected cable, ABC, in 
close proximity to, but not touching, a pipe-line, DEF. If cathodic 
protection is applied satisfactory, then current passes from the ground-

PPE-LNE

CABLE SHEATH GROUND-BED

TERMINAL 
BOX

(a)

bed to ihecrblc sheath via the main bulk of soil, and a proportion of it 
enters, on its way, the pipe-line at points such as P. The pipe-line, being 
of_ much lower resistance than the soil, carries the'current to the 
point nearest the cable sheath and, at this point, the current leaves 
the pipe-line and traverses the soU to thecablesheath. The pointswhere 
the current leaves the pipe-line are marked Q. Points such as Q can, 
therefore, be defined as positive, or anodic, zones, whilst points such 
as P can be defined as cathodic, or negative, zones. Thus, under
normal conditions, corrosion takes place at such points as Q. Examina
tion of such cases in practice shows that maximum corrosion of the 
plpe-hne takes place at point E, where the pipe-line crosses the 
protected cable. Sketch (b) shows the potential distribution along both 
the cable sheath and the pipe-line.

(b)

(b) Corrosion interference can be reduced by the following measures.
(1) A reduction in the current injected into the ground by the 

cathodic-protection scheme causes a corresponding decrease in the 
potential existing on the pipe-line.

(ii) The effect of injecting a current into the soil via a ground-bed., 
or sacrificial anode, is to raise the potential of the surrounding earth. 
The radial potential gradient varies inversely with the distance from 
the effe<citive centre of the ground-bed. Thus, moving the ground-bed 
to another site reduces the interference.

(Hi) The protected cable-sheath and buried pipe-line can be 
connected by one or more metallic bonds. The bonds should ideally 
be connected to the structure where the maximum positive poie^tia[ is 
measured.

/iv) Cathodic protection may be provided for both the buried pipe
line and the cable sheaah, instead of for just the cable sheaah.

/v Magnesium anodes may be installed at the points on the buri«! 
pipe-line where the positive potential is greatest. This is quite satis
factory where the points of positive potentiaa are localized.

(v) Pipes can be wrapped or served cables can be substituted. 
Alternatively, wrapping may take place in situ at crossing points. 
This is effective only if the measured positive potentiaa at this point is 
smafi.

(w’i) A short section of the cable sheaah can be isolated from the 
cathodic-protection scheme by means of insulating joints and an 
insulated continuity band. ■

Q 5 A cable is to be pulled into a duct, AE. The duct runs 75 m 
horizontally from point A, bends round a short 25° arc, followed by a 
straight run of 190 m up a slope rising by 10 m. The remaining 35 m are 
horizontal to point E. if the cable weighs 60 N/m, and the coeffiaent of 
friction between the cable and duct is 0-4, compare the pulling tensions 
when the cable is drawn-in in the direction A-E to that when it is drawn-in 
from E A.

A 5 The sketch shows the dimensions and layout of the duct route.

Drawing-In A - E
The pulling tension in sMtion AC is given by

Tac = ,dw newtons,

where fl is the coefficient of friction, i is the length of the section (m), 
and w is the weight per unit length of the cable (N/m),

= 0-4 X 75 X60 = 800N.
The pulling tension at bend C is given by

Tc = TAceLB newtons,

where 0 is the angle of the arc (rad),
= 1800 > etl-4xo4ja = 1800 x 1-1907 = 2143 N.

The pulling tenston up gradient CD is given by

Tcd = wl(fl cos <15 + sin </>S newtons,

where (5 is the angle of the slope,

= 60xl90x{04x«ii9^
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The pulling tension in section DB is given by 
TDB = 0-4 x 35 x 60 = 840N,

Therefore, the total pulling tension in direction A - B 
= TC + Tcd + TDB newtons, 
= 2143 + 5154 + 840 = 8137 N.

Drawing-In B- A
The pulling tension in section ED is given by

Ted = 0-4 X 35 X 60 = 840N,
The pulling tension down gradient DC is given by

Tdc = w/Lcos ^ — sin 52) newtons,

= 60 x 190{0-4 x V0^^ 102 - m0} = 3954N
Thus, the total tension in section BC is given by

TBC = tbd + TDc newton^
= 840 + 3954 = 4794 N.

The pulling tension at bend C is given by
Tc = TBcetLS newtons,

= 4794 x 60-4" 0’4363 = 4794 x 1-1907 = 5708 NT.

The pulling tension in section CA is given by
Tca = 0-4 X 75 X 60 - 1800 N.

Therefore, the total pulling tension in direction B - A
= Cc + Cca newtons,
= 5708 -- 1800 = 7508 N.

Thus, it is easier to draw-in the cable in the direction B-A,

Q 6 (a) Give an account of the stresses which occur in the sleeve of a 
cable joint cpUming air under pressure,

(b) A lead sleeve of a cable joint contains air at 60 kPa, if the sleeve 
has an internal diameter of 1=0 mm, how thick would the sleeve wall 
have to be if the stress in the lead must not exceed 1-0 MPa ?

A 6 (a) See A7, Line Plant Practice C, 1971, Supplement, Vol, 65, 
p, 86, Jan, 1973.

(b) The hoop stress, f"h pascals, is given by
, Pd 
fh = f’

whereP is theinternal air pressure (Pa), dis the internal diameter (m), 
and t is the thickness of the sleeve wall (m),

" '-p/dmetres’

60 X 103 x 120 X 10-3 
2X1-0XK6

m = '-6 mm,

Q 7 (a) What factors determine whether an existing pole route is 
strong enough for the erection of an aerial cable ,

(b) Describe methods of strengthening the route, s/wwUd this be 
neceesaay,

A 7 (a) For poles without transverse or angle staying, the maximum 
stress is caused by transverse winds which give rise to a bending 
moment on the pole, This moment has a maximum value at ground 
level, and depends on

(i) the maximum wind speed,
(ii) the diameters of the wires and cables,
(iii) the height of the wires and cables, and
(iv) the span lengths,
From these factors, the maximum bending moment is calculated, 

and this is compared with the maximum safe moment for the pole, 
which itself increases with the diameter of the pole, For stayed poles, 
the maximum stress is compressive, and is caHed a budding load, This 
is proportional to

(i) the maximum tenson in the wires and cables, usually taken to 
be either the breaking weight or half the breaking weight, depending 
on circumstances,

(ii) the pul! on the pole, in the case of angle poles, and
(Hi) the height-to-base-distance ratio of the stay,

The stay converts the horizontal, breaking strain into a vertical 
buckling load, This is compared with, the mox1mum the p016 W111 
withstand, which depends on the pole diameter and the stay height.

(b) The usual methods of strengthening a route are by

(i) transverse staying,
(ii) the use of stronger poles, or

(Hi) shortening the span lengths,

Sometimes, the maximum stress on the route is reduced by combining 
several wires and cables into qne unit, lowering plant, and mcreassmg 
the height-to-base-distance ratio of the stays,
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